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Our Taittiriya Upanishad  has given
first and most respectful place to mother. Its
injunction is  Matru Devo Bhava .  It is
because mother plays  a vital role not only in
shaping the character of an individual but also
in nation building  by running the family which
is an organization  in itself. In running the
household affairs we find  all the managerial
functions - planning, organizing, coordinating,
motivating and evaluating. In addition to
introducing her children to moral values and
cultural heritage  the mother plays the
leadership role in an unobtrusive  and
democratic style. A research scholar in
America conducted an investigative study to
find out the factors that contribute to the
goodness and greatness of a person. He took
a random sampling  of 500 persons
representing the various  walks of life -
lawyers, teachers, businessmen,
administrators, engineers, doctors and others.
In the concluding paragraph he presented the
results of his research as the following:
"Wherever  there is greatness  in human life,
whatever be the profession of the person,
there must be at least one of the following
contributory factors in life: (1) mother's training
(2) father's example and (3) teacher's
inspiration". Thus mother gets the first place
in molding  the life of a person. She is the first
teacher and mentor.

In a typical Hindu family we find
mother and father, father-in-law and mother-

in-law, sons and daughters and grand children.
Mother is at the centre of  things. She is the
focus and fulcrum of the family. She treats her
parents-in-law with reverence and utmost
concern endeavouring to satisfy  their wishes
and needs. As they  are elderly persons she
offers them service. I have seen even career
women do this before they go to their office/
place of work and after returning home. Even
when  her husband is the major earning
member of the family, she conducts herself
with such love and managerial dexterity that
he places his earnings at her disposal so that
she may manage the affairs and accounts of
the house.

She plans the day-to-day
requirements of the family  (long-term and
short term) and maintains the stores containing
many essential and miscellaneous items) with
economy and efficiency. Whenever there is  a
shortfall in supplies,  she takes necessary
precautions and effective measures for
replenishment.  She conducts an informal
visual inventory of the stock more frequently
than  the business organizations do. There is
little or no paperwork. She deposits part of
the savings in banks/ bank lockers in the shape
of cash, gold and silver in anticipation of
contingencies like  marriages and other major
social functions. We have seen many families
tide over crises by pledging or otherwise using
such thoughtful and resourceful deposits and
investments made by women.

WE LEARN MANAGERIAL SKILLS FROM OUR MOTHERS

I.V. Chalapati Rao

TRIPLE STREAM
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She plays a coordinating role by
satisfying the ego and whims of the ageing in-
laws, by coddling and cajoling her husband
and by gently  reprimanding and encouraging
the children  and grand children  by turns,
whenever the situation warrants. She is
adaptable and capable  of adopting different
styles  and strategies in dealing with the
different members of the home.  Besides, she
plays a catalyst and reconciling role whenever
misunderstandings and bickerings arise
between the members of the mini-
organization. She is an expert in interpersonal
relations and communication.

Dr. S. Rangnekar, the well-known
management expert gives an excellent example
of the mother teaching  her son  or daughter
to walk: The eleven month old child is walking
shakily by holding the sari of its mother for
support. The mother  tells the child "Look
here, you are big now. You can surely walk
now on your own". The child says  "No, No,
I shall fall".  The  mother says  "No, I am sure
you can walk". The child leaves the mother's
sari and walks a step or two. The mother
applauds the child. The child takes  a few steps
and falls down. The mother  picks up the child
and kicks the  floor  saying "You were walking
very well but the stupid floor came in your
way". The result, within a  few days  the child
learns to walk. If this is not HRD what else
can it be?

This management style of the mother
involves the three essential elements of HRD
(1) encouragement and motivation (2)
appreciation of work done and (3) support
when there are mistakes or failure instead of
finding fault. An average manager fixes the
break down. An ordinary  manager is

interested only in organizational development.
An effective manager is interested not only in
the organizational development but also in the
development of the members of the
organization.  People join organizations not
only to work but also to grow. Their welfare
is more important  than mere administration.
A mother,   unlike the father,  maintains
discipline and order in the family not by heavy
handed discipline like shouting  and corporal
correction but by positive stroke making. Her
frequent positive  strokes are a smile, kiss,
embrace, patting the cheek or  back,  etc.
Even her negative strokes are harmless - a
frown,  pouting of lips, knitting  the eye brows
and just simple  silence. Her silence is more
effective than punishment.

When I was young, my father died
and my mother ran the house and  managed
the affairs  well and brought us up dutifully.
She maintained a ledger and kept the account
of income and expenditure with scrupulous
care. Even trivial things like brinjals,  milk,
sugar, coffee  powder etc. did not escape her
attention. Even today I keep that ledger to
note her sense of responsibility, accounting skill
and economical management of our affairs.
No wonder the 21st century is looked upon
as the century of women. Many women,
trained by their mothers, are leading in various
fields of governance,  finance, development,
industry, education, banking and judiciary.
There is truth in the old saying "the hand that
rocks the cradle rules the world".

Unfortunately today, on account of the
collapse of the joint families and their
replacement by nuclear families and the
education demands and pressures, children
are robbed of the love, care and guidance of
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their mothers. As a consequence there is
drastic decline in  values and an alarming  rise
in corruption and crime. It is said that "God

created mother because He cannot be
everywhere".

There lived a man in days of yore
Who was cruel, wicked and really hard core;
He was named a villain, in contrast to a hero;
Nonetheless who posed a bad-man image
 for sure!
Villains were legendary
from myth to mythology;
As Ravana against Rama,
Kamsa against Krishna,
the Krupacharya, Dadichi;
Who were Asuras and demons,
strong, weighty and mighty;
Doing misdeeds, killing people,
proof of their vindictive Tendency!
As they, in Indian scriptures,
appeared as Rakshasas;
Causing havoc to Rishis, disrupting yagna -
the sacred fire;
By their magical powers, misusing the boon,
derived from the Gods; Destructive, reckless,
devastating, like the thorny briar!

Even from the pages of  ancient history
We can cite examples of devilish villainy;

Of  Moghul rulers Aurangzeb and
Ibrahim Lodhi;
Who to 'vandalism' resorted, and looting on
their spree!

From the 'Bharat' of post-Independence age'
Numerous acts of tyranny and wicked
outrage;
Assassinations of John F. Kennedy,
Mahatma Gandhi,
Indira and Rajiv;
With trials and tribulations of innocent Sikhs,
surrounded and shot
By Gen. Dyer and his army!
Instances of riots and rampage and
show of villainy; From Napolean, to Hitler
and also Mussolini;
Who dealt a deathly blow
to innocent refugees;
By closing them in gas chambers and
using artillery!

In examples such as these, the 'Khalnayak'
surely is ;
A protagonist in a negative role who recedes;
Gradually to an evil image and bad glory;
For, without a villain, where would the hero
be!

VILLAINS WHO BECAME LEGENDS

Bhavana. S. Chari*

*  Poet, Satna, Bihar

***

***
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Toru Dutt had a native instinct and
intuition for life and nature. Her nature poetry
manifests her love for her country and for
nature. Out and out, she was a Nature poet
and sought solace and happiness in flora and
fauna of her country. Certainly, Mother Divine
Nature is a background for the revelation of
profound human feelings of love, sympathy,
humanism and obedience etc. Thus she excels
all other Indo-Anglian poets of the 19th
century as a landscape painter. Naturally, she
had that meticulous observation and intense
sensitiveness and sensuousness to colours and
sounds of nature, pictorial style, intense poetic
sensibility, fusion of thought and feeling, simple
and easy in style and natural in manner.

The following extract from the poem
Butoo illustrates her minute observation and
superb gift as a great naturalist and landscape
painter:

What glorious trees!
The somber on which eye delight to rest.
The betel nut, - a pillar tall,
with feathery branches for a crest,
The light-leaved tamarind spreading wide.
The Pale faint-scented bitter neem
The seemul, gorgeous as a bride
With flowers that have the ruby's gleam
The Indian fig's pavilion tent,
In which the whole armies might repose
With here and there a little rent,
To sunset's beauty to disclose.

The poem Sindhu contains fine
descriptions of nature, which serve as a
background for the death of Sindhu and then
of his parents. The landscape of thickening
darkness is vividly described:

Osiers and willows on the edge
And purple buds and red
Leant down - and mid the pale green sedge
The Lotus raised its head.
And softly, softly, hour by hour
Light faded, and a veil
Fell over tree, and wave and flower
On came the twilight pale.
Deeper and deeper grew the shade
Stars glimmered in the sky,
The nightingale along the glade
Revised here precluding cry.

In fact, Toru Dutt's miscellaneous
poems like Near Hastings, The Lotus,
Bangamaree and Our Casuraina Tree are
her famous nature poems. Profound
sensuousness and sensitiveness to natural
colours and sounds are the splendid
characteristics of these poems: Near Hastings
is a beautiful lyric which is reminiscent of her
visit to Hastings in France. It contains beautiful
description of nature:

Sweet were the roses - Sweet and full
And large as lotus flowers
That in our own wide tanks we cull
To deck our Indian lovers.

A French lady welcomed Aru and

TORU DUTT AS A NATURE POET

T. Sivarama Krishna *

*  Lecturer in English (Retd.) Writer, Kakinada
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Toru and gave them bouquets of roses. Her
memory left an ever-lasting impression on
Toru's mind:

Her memory will not depart
Though grief my years should shade
Still bloom her roses in my heart
And they never shall fade!

The Lotus is a beautiful sonnet. It
reveals Toru's keen sensitiveness to nature and
specially to colour. In Bangamaree she
appears to be a fine landscape painter in words
and reminds us of Keatsean picturesqueness:

A sea of foliage girdle our garden round
But not a sea of dull, unvaried green,
Sharp contrasts of all colours here are seen,
The light-green graceful tamarinds abound
Amid the mango clumps of green profound,
And palms arise, like pillars gray between,
And over the quiet pools the seemul leans
Red, red and startling like a
trumpet's sound
But nothing can be lovelier than the ranges
Of bamboos to the eastward
when the moon,
Looks through their gaps,
and the white lotus changes
Into a cup of silver, one might swoon
Drunken with beauty then or
gaze and gaze
On a primeval Eden in a maze.

The vivid and picturesque landscape
in Sita is tranquil sublime and serene, and,
hence it is in harmony with the quietness of
the hermitage - heritage of the poet-anchorite:
A dense, dense forest, where no sunbeam
pries

And in its center a cleared spot -
 there bloom
Gigantic flowers on creepers that embrace
Tall trees; there is a quiet lucid lake
The white swans glide;
there is whirring from the brake
The peacock springs;
there herds of wild deer race;
There, patches gleam
with yellow waving grain;
There dwells in peace the poet - anchorite.

The three happy children mentioned
in this poem are Toru's brother, Abju, her
sister Aru and she herself. Toru also
commemorates her mother in this poem. The
poem ends with a pathetic reference to the
death of the poet's brother and sister:

When shall those children
by their mother's side
Gather, ah, me! As an ores at eventide.

In Our Casuraina Tree profound
nature is a befitting medium for the expression
of personal feeling. The first stanza of the
poem reveals Toru Dutt's observations about
The Casuraina Tree. The stateliness and
majesty of the tree is objectively described in
pictorial style. Its trunk is rugged and it is
indented with deep scars. A creeper which is
massive like a python, winds around its trunk.
The huge creeper around it looks like a scarf
worn for the sake of ornamentation. Toru
responds keenly to the sights and sounds of
nature. How beautifully she blends the senses
of sight and sound!

But gallantly
The giant wears scarf and flowers are hung
In crimson clusters all the boughs among
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When on all day are gathered bird and bee
And oft at nights the garden overflows
With one sweet song
that seems to have no close
Sung darkling from over tree,
while men repose.

In the second stanza the poet
expresses her sweet and sad memories and
impressions of the tree. In the third stanza the
tree is linked with reminiscences of her brother
and sister. Here we find a purely subjective
approach to the tree. The tree is dear to the
poet not because of its magnificence and
beauty but because of its association with her
childhood. Her brother and sister are now no
more. But still the casuraina tree is dear to her
memory and soul because -

Beneath it we have played;
though years may roll,
O Sweet companions, loved with love
intense,
For your sakes the tree be ever tree!
Blend with your images it shall arise
In memory, till the tears blind my eyes?
The soft murmuring noises of the tree
are its lament,
An eerie speech
That happy to the unknown land may
reach.

Truly this is sad-sweet nostalgic
sentimental journey towards past, with a glint
in the eye, far away, long ago now! This is
poignant pathos - and that is very touching.

In the fourth stanza the poet humanizes
the tree. The poet in her imagination heard

the sweet mournful music of the tree from far
off France and Italy:

When earth lay tranced in dreamless swoon
And every time the music rose, before
Mine inner vision rose a form sublime
Thy form, O Tree, as in my happy prime,
I say thee, in my own loved native clime

Thus the poet bestows tender human
feeling on the casuraina tree.

In the last stanza the poet confers
immortality on the tree by consecrating .. .  "a
lay unto thy honour, tree, beloved of those
whose blessed sleep for aye repose".

Therefore Toru Dutt immortalizes it
and numbers it with the year trees of Borrow
dale, eloquently immortalized in the poetry of
Wordsworth, under the awful branches of
those trees, fear, hope and death lingered. The
tree will forever remain dear to her for their
sake, she hears elegiac murmur like the sound
of sea-waves breaking on a shingle beach. It
is a lament. Her poetic imagery is quite
charming and soul-stirring.

Indeed, Our Casuraina Tree is one
of the finest nature-poems in Indo-Anglian
Poetry. It is her masterpiece. In it she blends
autobiographical element, poignant note of
pathos, elegiac note and minute observation
of nature. Her Casuraina Tree is really a
memorial and Testament of Nature. The lyrical
beauty of the lines leave in our hearts a lasting
impression and in our ears the last notes of
mysterious, melodious songs. Her nature
poetry is impressive as well as expressive.

***
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Bhagavad Gita is one of the three
scriptural texts, the other two being the
Upanishads and Brahma Sutras. The three
together are known as Prasthana trayam
The first six chapters of Gita deal with Yoga
of Action (Karma Yoga), the next six chapters
on the Yoga of Devotion (Bhakti Yoga) and
the last six chapters on the Yoga of Knowledge
(Jnana Yoga). Lord Krishna explains to
Arjuna that it is incumbent upon every human
being to indulge in action from the time of birth
until the last breath. He exhorts to Arjuna that
he must perform his duty ordained for a
Kshatriya, namely to fight against the enemy
in the battle of Kurukshetra. He further
emphasizes that all people must indulge in
action but not aspire for the fruits or results of
their actions.

No one can say since when this world
has been in existence and for how long it will
exist. But anyone can say with certainty that
we all exist in this world only for some time.
We do not know how long we will  live in this
world. Whatever may be the duration of our
existence in this world, we all know that we
have to depart from this world one day or the
other. The day on which we leave this world,
we remain without any belongings. One who
does not have anything is like a beggar. But
we do not  remain even as a beggar. A beggar
may not have anything and he may not have
anyone. But  at least he exists to say that he

does not have anything. But our position is
different on the day we leave from this world.
Apart from not having anything and hot having
anyone, we cease to exist in this world.

This body is made up of  five elements
and the gross world also is made up of the
same five elements   the Lord of our body. As
the body came into existence from the five
great elements, it again merges with those five
elements. What do we have then? All that
which we had is lost. All those who were with
us when we existed. When they were with us,
we felt they will be there forever. We were
proud of having so many things. All of a sudden,
at one moment, we realize that we do not have
anything and whatever we had belongs to
others. That moment is the final moment for
the individual soul. We committed this mistake
of entertaining this wrong feeling in many
previous births. As a result we are now
experiencing infinite sorrow.

Now, for the past few years, months
and days we try to involve in the activity of
correction. We try to entertain and indulge in
righteous thoughts. That is inquiry, the inquiry
of Self (atma) and non-Self (anatma). We
face many hurdles and interruptions which
prevent our inquiry from progressing. What
are they? They are the thoughts concerning
the sinful deeds of the past, hostile or adverse
situations that we encounter in the present and
the fears about the future. We have to accept
all these as they are. Then only we can see
the light in life. Whatever be the number of

THE GLORY OF KARMA YOGA

Kharidehal Venkata Rao*

* Writer, Hyderabad
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mutilations, obstinate or stubborn events that
arise, we can overcome them all with our
intellect.

Past is Past:
For anyone the past is burdensome

and painful. It does not mean that there are
no happy and pleasant situations. But sorrows
are overwhelmingly more than the joys and
pleasures. We must have entertained thoughts
in the past which should not have been thought
of. Likewise, we might have been involved in
actions purposefully which should not have
been undertaken. Our past must have been
like this. Had we lived in the past without any
blemish, we would not be leading a sorrowful
life today!

'What sin is not committed by one
who suffers from the pain of hunger?' is a
scriptural saying (Bubikshitah kim na karoti
papam) When the pain of hunger becomes
unbearable, one does not hesitate to commit
any sinful action. It is hunger which drives one
to act in that way. Just as a hungry person
commits sin, one who is steeped in ignorance
becomes the centre of all faulty actions. All of
us in the same way might have committed
many sins in the past. We did in fact.

Due to ignorance in the past we
committed grave mistakes. Knowledge or
realization dawned today. With the waters of
knowledge we should wash away the mud of
sins. If we still keep thinking about yesterday's
sinful actions, we forego the precious today.
Let us keep aside for a while what mistakes
were committed and how many. We are
existing today. Did we imagine that we will be
like this today? This happened without our
imagining it. There is something in it which we

do not know. Something is happening without
our knowing. Let this happen if there is peace
of mind. Gita describes this as the penance of
the mind. It means keeping the mind pure.

We should accept the past in totality.
We did what we could. There might be
reasons for doing so. In the same way, what
we got is what we deserved and destined to
come. There might be some principles behind
them. We have to lead our life understanding
on these lines. This indeed is the right way to
live.

Present is the Gift:
We have to accept the present in the

same way we accepted the past. We are at a
place which fits us. Those who deserve to be
around us are around us. The situations in
which we find ourselves are the same which
we have woven. We should accept all these
as granted by our mind.

All these may appear to be trivial
things. If we understand them and lead our
life accordingly, we can be happy. We should
learn to live in the present without any feeling
of despair or disappointment. Ours is the life
of a day and we should digest this truth with
our intellect.

We came into this world one day and
we are bound to leave this world some day.
We are here to-day. Hence it is life of one
day. We are here to-day in this world, but we
cannot say whether we will be here tomorrow.
We may not exist also. On that account why
should we worry and lose our peace of mind?
In any case we are destined to leave this
world. We should therefore feel happy for
existing today. We should do today what we
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can and are capable of. If we utilize today
properly, to-morrow will be ours. Just as today
is one day's life, likewise tomorrow will also
be life of one day if it arrives. This is a strange
but wonderful truth of life which needs to be
absorbed by our intellect.

Food is required for a day at a time.
Similarly, clothing is required for a day at a
time. If this one day passes off peacefully with
joy, our life too passes of happily as long as
we live. We live as long as we can breathe air.
Is it possible to breathe air required for a
month, a week or a day all at one time? We
can breathe air for a second or for a moment.
If we can breathe every second, we can
breathe for any number of seconds. In the
same way, if we can live happily day after day,
we can live happily for any number of days.
We should go on performing our ordained
duties utilising our full energies. If others come
to help us, there is nothing wrong in taking
their help. Where help is needed and if it is
not forthcoming, we should pray to God
sincerely seeking His help. God certainly will
help us. It is enough if our actions give us
contentment. There is no need to prove
ourselves to others. When we are on the right
path, if others imagine that we are on the wrong
path, let them imagine so. We need not be
perturbed about it. It will be their problem and
not ours. We should never feel inferiority
complex comparing ourselves with others.
Then the present can be happy.

Feelings of inferiority complex and
insecurity create discomfort. They deprive us
of happiness and joy. Why should we feel
sorry? Is it because we lack something? Or,
because some others have something? Why
should it be a matter of concern to us if others

have something? What is the use of having
things which are not required for us, however
valuable or great they may be? It is easier to
take upon us the burdens in the name of
possessing valuable objects, but it is not easy
to carry the burden throughout our life.
"Uneasy lies the head that wears the crown",
says Shakespeare.

What we lack may cause
disappointment. In the first place, why should
we feel disappointed for not having
something? When God is ours, do we feel the
need for anything else? If this truth is well
understood, then the present can be a great
boon.

Fear of the Future: Whatever dreams
we may entertain about the future, no one
comes in the way. But one thing must be
clearly understood. We may be living in the
dream world of tomorrow. But we can do
only whatever is possible and can be done
today. If we perform what we can do today,
we can see what may happen tomorrow.
Whatever is destined to happen will happen.
This world is a strange fair of wonderful things.
Some things are for buying and some others
for discovering or inquiring. The second
category is more important than the first one.
What we are doing in the fair is carefully
observed by the ONE who sent us here. It is
HE who grants whatever one gets. HE has so
many things, nay HE is  everything. HE can
give us anything if we ask HIM sincerely. But
HE will not give one thing. Why?  Because
no one asks HIM for that. And that is nothing
but HIM.

People ask for this and that from God.
No one says, "Oh God! We don't want all
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those things. What we want is YOU". Who is
there to ask like this? How many are there?
Those who ask for HIM are indeed the
blessed ones.

If we can ignore the unnecessary
ones, then we can reflect on the necessary
one. What are the necessary ones? (a) Not
to think of the past (b) Living in the present
without any worries and (c) Discarding all
fears about the future.

The world is outside whereas God is
inside. There is nothing wrong in having
worldly life on our shoulders. But the inevitable
danger lies in keeping God away. This indeed
is the secret, the secret of Yoga of Action.
"Dedicate all actions to ME. Always think of
ME and let your mind dwell on ME" is Lord
Krishna's message to Arjuna and through him
to the entire humanity.

***

Pen in  my   hand
kept  mum  for  long;
my  mind  waiting
when it  would
come  out  of  that
internal  contemplation
to  writing  mode  and  mood.
What   would  be  the   reason
for  my  pen's  silence--
reluctance  towards  me?

Eager  to   know
I  quick  jerked the  pen  once
giggling  my  pen  confessed
"My   silence   not   reluctance;

an  over  view of
the  surroundings;
looking  with in
to  internalize  the  external;
discussing  within myself
which  scenes  to  be
carved  into  letters;
in  the   mean  time  you   jerked.
See  some  delay  is   a   must,
for   letters  to   shape   themselves
or  action  to  be   executed;
'Silence  Roars' , when  time   is   ripe;
contemplation    sprinkles,
drizzle  of   views;
Shower   of  Letters', it  is !!
Creation  you  expect  from   me"

AKSHAR A    VRISHTI
Telugu  original  by  Dr. C. Narayana Reddy  Jnana Peeth  Awardee

English  Rendering  by  Ramakrishna Rao Gandikota *

*  Retired Principal, Kakinada

***
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In the Times Higher  Education World
University Rankings 2014-15, not a single
university from India could make it to the list
of top 275 universities in the world and no
Indian institute for engineering and technology
figures in the list of top 100 universities for
that category. Isn't it shocking for a country
that boasts of having more number of
engineering institutions,  producing more
number of engineers than any other country in
the world,  does not have a single world-class
university?

Scores of conferences and panel
discussions on the theme have been conducted
and our policymakers, politicians and experts
have aired their views on the higher education
scenario.

But there is no sign of educational
reforms taking place.

Our higher education system
continues to suffer from many maladies due
to which the Indian universities are not in a
position to compete with other top universities
in the world.

Narrow View of  Education
Is education all about students

attending classes regularly, memorising the
content, reproducing it in  tests and exams,
scoring  marks and finally getting degrees and
good conduct certificates.

This is the system followed  in most
colleges, including professional institutions, in
India. As a result, the system continues to
produce graduates who lack the skills
employers look for. According to a survey by
Wheebox Employability Skills Test (WEST)
only 34 per cent of graduates have
employability skills. Another survey states that
only 19 per cent of engineering and 5 per cent
of non-engineering graduates are employable.

Outdated Curricula
Our outdated curricula  glorify and

promote exams and marks-oriented approach
to teaching. Overemphasis on content has
replaced teaching with coaching.

Our curricula, with the emphasis on
content and the neglect of higher-order
thinking  skills, do not help students  become
creative and critical thinkers.

The fact that our education system has
not produced many innovators indicates that
most universities have his unwritten vision: Say
no to thinking, creativity, research and
innovation.

Commercialization
We have a successful mission of

commercializing education. Many institutions
of  higher education are run by corrupt
politicians, uneducated "educationists" and
"white-collar criminals".  By paying a huge
amount of money as capitation fee, admissions
are secured and degrees are bought. The

WHAT AILS  HIGHER EDUCATION

Albert P' Rayan *

*   Academic, columnist and freelance writer
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NIPFP study has identified private education
as one of the sources of black money.

Will the educational institutions that
glorify mediocrity and mint money ever be
interested in improving quality or aim to
become a top class institute of higher
education?

No Merit-based Appointments
Appointments to key positions are not

based on merit.  It is a well-known secret that
only politically influential, and monetarily strong
academics can become Vice Chancellors in
many state  universities.

Vice-Chancellors are appointed at the
instance of the political establishment. This
must end.

"If we really want our system to thrive,
then the academic world should be left free to
its own devices in the hope that you create a
future for the country", Kapil Sibal, former
Union Minister for HRD, said at the
inauguration of the Vice-Chancellor's
Conference in New Delhi a  few years ago.

Obsession with IT industry
Our engineering colleges  are

obsessed with the IT industry. In India, it is
not uncommon for students who have
specialized in biotechnology, aeronautical
engineering or mechanical engineering to be
placed in IT  companies.

Even bright students who have
excelled in non-IT fields join IT companies
and bid goodbye to their areas of
specializations. Recent campus recruitments
to IT companies prove this point. Is it not an

unhealthy trend? Can the  colleges which are
obsessed with placing their students in  IT
companies excel in other of fields?

Qualified but Unproductive
Over emphasis on academic

qualifications by the University, Grants
Commission (UGC) has resulted in a number
of university teachers registering for Ph.D.
programmes.

It is not passion for research but
passion for climbing up the career ladder in
the form of promotion that motivates teachers
to register for Ph.D.

As a result, the quality of  most Ph.D
research is substandard and our Indian
universities have highly qualified but highly
unproductive academics.

No Tie-ups
Effective university-industry

collaboration paves the way for innovation.
Ties with world-class universities can open the
gates of opportunities for students, scholars
and academics to collaborate with the scholars
of the foreign universities in various research
projects.

Most of our universities are neither
ready nor willing to have such collaborations
as they are required to be transparent and
committed to quality.

Lack of Intellectual Courage
A good educational institution is a

body of progressive, teachers and thinking
students. One can become a progressive
academic if she or he has intellectual courage.
As the products of the system that  encourage
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teachers to possess 'intellectual cowardice' in
order to survive or to climb the ladder of
success in their  careers, many teachers do
not  even consider 'intellectual  courage'  as
their right; they don't even want to think that
it is their right to question the  system.

The urgent need today is that we need
reforms in education.

We need to form a movement that
fights for reforms in education. Who is going
to  start the movement? Who are  going to be
the active members and followers of the
movement?

Do our "educationists" have
intellectual courage to challenge the system?
Do they have intellectual courage to call a
spade a spade?

***

Once Krishna and Arjuna were
walking towards a village. Arjuna was
pestering Krishna, asking him why Karna
should be considered a role model for all
Danas (donations) and not himself. Krishna,
wanting to teach him a lesson snapped his
fingers. The mountains beside the path they
were walking on turned into gold. Krishna said
"Arjuna, distribute these two mountains of gold
among the villagers, but you must donate every
last bit of gold". Arjuna went into the village,
and proclaimed he was going to donate gold
to every villager, and asked them to gather
near the mountain. The villagers sang his
praises and Arjuna walked towards the
mountain with a huffed up chest. For two days
and two continuous nights Arjuna shoveled
gold from the mountain and donated to each
villager. The mountains did not diminish in their
slightest.

Most villagers came back and stood
in queue within minutes. After a while, Arjuna,
started feeling exhausted, but not ready to let
go of his ego just yet, told Krishna he couldn't

go on any longer without rest. Krishna called
Karna. "You must donate every last bit of this
mountain, Karna" he told him. Karna called
two villagers. "You see those two mountains?"
Karna asked, "those two mountains of gold
are yours to do with as you please" he said,
and walked away.

Arjuna sat dumbfounded. Why hadn't
this thought occurred to him? Krishna smiled
mischievously and told him "Arjuna,
subconsciously, you yourself were attracted
to the gold, you regretfully gave it away to
each villager, giving them what you thought
was a generous amount. Thus the size of your
donation to each villager depended only on
your imagination. Karna holds no such
reservations. Look at him walking away after
giving away a fortune, he doesn't expect
people to sing his praises, he doesn't even care
if people talk good or bad about him behind
his back. That is the sign of a man already on
the path of enlightenment".

Courtesy: Aurobindo's Action

A STORY FROM THE MAHABHARATA

Harsha  S Dalal *
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Time with its invincible powers is
perceived from different angles in my in-depth
study. Time owns multisided and multifaceted
powers to bring about multitudinous changes
in all. Different poets and philosophers have
referred to time and expressed their views
from different perspectives. The most
accepted fact is that time is a living or guiding
force to bring about changes. Everything and
everyone are governed in the reign of time as
all ascribe their failure or success to time and
its invincible forces. All quote the Sanskrit
proverb: kalah karoti karyani. It is time that
conquers the animate and the inanimate in its
strict governance and man inevitably concurs
with its powers. Time is not an abstract idea
but a guiding or living force like the wind to
blow, a river to flow and the sun to glow
endlessly and constantly. From the point of
view of the Indian philosophy, time is a moving
and governing force. When all the things,
created by God are governed as per the will
of God, the creator, the celestial being, time is
God in its manifestations. Time flows in its
endless glide and takes all with its ride. Time,
like God in his transmigrations, rules all the
time  all in His reign. In India, poets attach the
concept of divinity to time, personifying it as
'Time' as per the Gita that says time is God to
rule all in its unstoppable flow:

Prahladaschasmi daityanam
Kalah kalayathamaham,
Mriganancha mrigendroham
Vainateyascha  pakshinam
                     The Gita, Canto: 10 verse: 30

In His message, Lord Krishna says
that He is especially Time that moves endlessly
for the reign of all lives. Larkin says that time
is all powerful to bring about all changes in
life. He refers to the wind that symbolizes time
in its incessant movement in the words of Veda
Vyasa. As per the Gita, God makes the wind
to blow constantly:

Pavanah pavatamasmi
ramashshastrabhrita maham,
Rishanam makaraschasmi srotasamasmi
jahnavee.
                     The Gita, Canto: 10, Verse: 31

Larkin deals with water, birds, the
river, which are the symbols of time, and have
relation with the Gita as God says that He is
the wind, the Ganges, Garuda (the bird-vehicle
of Srivishnu) and all that denote time with their
perennial movement. Larkin's philosophy of
time is based on the Indian philosophy but his
outlook is different as he concurs with it in the
way the Gita deals with Time with the capital
'T' to personify time from the spiritual point of
view. He sees time from the agnostic
background in quest of his pragmatic
approach.

THE CONCEPT OF TIME IN LARKIN:
AN INDIAN PERSPECTIVE

Dr. Katta Rajamouly*

*   Prof. of English, Warangal
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The poets like John Milton, Edgar
Allan Poe and Walt Whitman also concur with
the Gita in respect of the divinity of time. The
poets like Milton and Pope who too agree
with time's invincible powers, personify time:

How soon hath Time,
the subtle thief of youth
Stolen on his wing my three and
Twentieth year

Toward which Time leads me
the will of Heaven

(Poetry for Pleasure, 9)

Science! True daughter of Old Time
thou art
Who alterest all things with my passing ears

 Sonnet-To Science
(Poetry for Pleasure, 22)

The poets as mentioned above accept
the supremacy of time as God in the way T.S.
Eliot treats time as eternity and divinity. For
them the concept of time which is perpetual in
flow is spiritual. Time starts not to end and
time is ever present in the present with the
past and the future. The modalities of time -
present, past and future - are always
dynamically mixed up together and distinctly
placed together in the other way. For Larkin,
past, present and future are mutually exclusive
but not mutually oblivious. For Eliot, the
knowledge of the past enlivens the present and
modifies the future. Time destroyer is the time
preserver:

Time present and time past
And both perhaps present in time future,
And time future contained in time past.

  Burnt Norton(FQ, 14)

The fact is that the present contains both
the past and the future:

You shall not think "the past is finished"
Or "the future is before us".

The Dry Salvages (FQ, 41)

For the Gita, time is the confluence
of the past, the present and the future, the three
in one, the time past and the future to be
present in the present. For Eliot too time is
eternally present from the spiritual point of
view.  Through time, time is conquered. But
Larkin believes that changes in the practical
or pragmatic point of view are inevitable in
time's domain and the past is past and is never
to be regained, "time and time over". For Eliot,
time is cyclic to lead to eternity but for Larkin,
it is temporal and it turns life transient in its
flow.

Larkin is practical but not spiritual,
historical and psychic in Eliot's sense. As an
agnostic, Larkin sees time from the practical
point of view: "time's rolling smithy smoke".

Time flows endlessly, bringing about
changes in its flow. As Alam Brown John
observes, it seems to 'be passing slowly,
luxuriously like thick cream pouring from silver
jug'.(117) Larkin's frequent employment of
present participles like "flying", "running",
"shining", "crying", "blowing", "walking" and
"journeying" as in "Dawn" signifies the
continuous motion of time.

To wake, and hear a cock
Out of the distance crying,
To pull the curtains back
And see the clouds flying.

(CP, 284)
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Indians too believe that the cock,
before sunrise by its crying-call, wakes up
people to resume their activities. The birds in
the nests that chirp are the reminders of time
and its incessant flow. The Indians  look at
time from practical point view. They firmly
believe in time's consistent and constant glide
and everything moves in its journey. They agree
to the fact that anything may stop but time
never stops for it makes the sun rise to give
the wealth of warmth and mirth of health to
livings. They, therefore, attach spiritual
importance and call it the Divine. They
therefore believe that time is not just time from
Larkin's point of view but Time from the
spiritual point of view.

For ages, most of the writers have
referred to time, its origin, its functions and its
goals in literature in different ways so far.  They
have dealt with time in their own ways.  Larkin
is unique in the delineation of time but he, as
an agnostic, concurs with the powers in his
pragmatic approach. If he were a theist, he
would accept   the Indian spiritual point of
view. From his agnostic background he opines
that time interweaves and governs our lives in
its reign because time is man's element.  What
we are is measured by time or in time.  Larkin's
poetry expresses the view:

Days are where we live.
They come, and wake us
Time and time over.

Days"(CP, 67)

We cannot measure time, assess its
powers and discover its origin.  So it serves
as "Earth's immeasurable surprise" (CP, 112).
Attempts to know its origin become futile as
it is beyond man's comprehension. According

to St. Augustine, time is as old as God's
creation. As Hans Meyerhoff says, "God
performed the act of creation within time; in
fact, created time along with and in the act of
creating things in time"(68). As time's origin is
unknown, its age is beyond our reading. As
Hans Meyerhoff further adds that time is
"Self-born and bred in time" (31). Hence time
is considered to be ageless and endless.

Time engages our minds throughout
our lives.  All changes and experiences, as
Hans Meyerhaff observes, emerge into time
becoming one with it.  Kant, St. Augustus,
etc., observe, "We are conscious of our own
organic and psychological growth in time (1)."
As Hans Meyerhoff's study of time makes it
clear that human beings "become preoccupied
and concerned with the consciousness of time
and its meaning for human life" (2).

For Larkin, time is not an abstract idea
but an invincible force for destructive and
disruptive effects: "eroding agents" (TLD, 26).
He constantly grew conscious of "the essence
of existence" and the riddle of time. As man
and poet he grew with the consciousness of
time's destroying forces to turn man's life not
only mortal but also futile. In time's flow man's
life turns ephemeral and futile as man's
expectations, dreams, hopes, are relentlessly
destroyed in its passage. Consequently his
poetic sensibility was shaped by his constant
preoccupation with the concept of time:

This is the first thing
I have understood:
Time is the echo of an axe
Within a wood.

Poem XXVI (CP, 295)
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Larkin concurs with the concept of
time that does all works, 'kalah karoti karyani'.
He therefore grows conscious of time and its
ravages and looks at time from his agnostic
background. He does not treat it as an abstract
idea but as a double-edged weapon to turn
man's life ephemeral in its traverse from birth
to childhood, youth, manhood, old age
ultimately to culminate in death, "the only end
of age" to teach mortality to man. Like Larkin,
Wolfe says, "The mystery of strange, million-
visaged time that haunts us with the briefness
of our days"(66). Larkin also says that it is
time which makes our lives mortal in its endless
flow.  He presents the fact of transience in life:

Whether or not we use it, it goes,
And leaves what something
hidden from us chose,
And age, and then the only and of age.

 Dockery and Son (CP, 152)

For Larkin, life turns futile by
destroying relentlessly man's expectations,
desires, dreams and aims in life. For him, time
flows endlessly and brings about many failures
in life, love, nature, the life around, etc. against
our wishes. Our lives are governed by
unknown or mysterious powers, which are
never in our control:

Something is pushing them
To the side of their own lives.

Afternoons (CP, 121)

It is 'something,' that is,  time alone,
that brings about changes are inevitable and
indispensable to teach the grim truths of
mortality and the stark realities of futility to fill
in life with a series of disappointments and
frustrations for  life is full of illusions in time's
domain. As Larkin says,

Truly, though our element is time,
We are not suited to long perspectives
Open at each instant of our lives.
They link us to our losses.

Reference Back (CP, 106)

We learn the fact that life is a series of
illusions for missed opportunities but continue
to hope that the future is the harbinger of good
fortunes.

According to Larkin trees, unlike man,
have restorative power. Trees put on tender
leaves and shed them every year to restore
by means of their restorative power:

The trees are coming into leaf
Like something almost being said;
The recent buds relax and speed,
Their greenness is a kind of grief.
                                The Trees (CP, 166)

Time incessantly moves and
relentlessly destroys our desires, expectations,
hopes and dreams against our choice. In the
domain of time, life is a constant struggle and
unstoppable search for meaningful existence.
For Larkin, life is prone to become futile in
time's terrain.

Larkin himself remarks that time is
man's element to cause changes constantly in
man's life in its eternal flux. Bruce Martin says
that for Larkin, "Life necessarily means time"
(3). For him, man's life is past-present-future:

Always too eager for the future, we
Pick up bad habits of expectancy.
Something is always approaching;
every day
Till then we say.

Next, Please(CP 52)
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By the time, the future, which is
promising, becomes the present, filling our
minds with dissatisfaction and frustration rather
than enjoyment and encouragement as time
relentlessly destroys our desires, 'bad habits
of expectancy' and leaves us as Larkin says,

 …holding wretched stalks
 Of disappointment (CP, 52)

Larkin thinks that time is the harbinger
of good future but realizes:

We think each one will heave to and unload
All good into our lives, all we are owed
For waiting so devoutly and so long,
But we are wrong:

Next, Please (CP, 52)

Larkin from his agnostic background
treats time as an invincible force to bring about
inevitable changes in life in the way Indians
treat time from the spiritual point of view.  So
time remains his insoluble riddle.  He both as
man and poet confronts the riddle of time.
Bruce Martin agrees with him, who says, "The
passage of time, and the approach and arrival
of death, still seems to me the most
unforgettable thing about our existence" (47).
Time in Larkin, as Salem K. Hasan says,
"Keeps on pressing heavily upon his thinking
as he observes the changes mostly for the
worse taking place around him" (47).  The
moving force of time becomes the focal
subject of his poetry.

Time the nucleus of all the themes
underlying life, flows endlessly, bringing about
various changes in life and its flow is evident
throughout the poetry of Larkin. Time is man's
element and an integral part of his life. It makes
man exist in its domain. All facts, all emotions

and values and dreams are not only measured
by time but also they merge into it, becoming
one with it.

Larkin's idea of time entails a great
mystery and reflects the fact that the secrets
and wonders of time remain unknown. Time
has attracted many literary minds for ages in
different ways. How to measure, how it moves
and brings about changes; and how it shatters
our desires, aims, dreams and pretensions in
our lives are significant factors to be discussed.

For Larkin, time functions as a double
edged weapon for its disruptive forces to turn
life mortal and futile. It therefore functions as
the destroyer. When it is given the status of
divinity from the Indian context, it is also
creator. As a pessimist, he doesn't refer to
the positive aspect of time.  In its constant
flux, time heals wounds, cures diseases, solves
problems and presents solace from its positive
or constructive role but he does not deal with
the concept.

Larkin as an agnostic considers time
an invincible force to have everything under
its reign. If he had looked at it from the spiritual
background, he would have given to it the
divine status and seen its constructive changes
as a theist. As he has grown a pessimist from
his agnostic background, he does not attach
divinity and spirituality to it as an optimist. He
believes that time is a destroying force. If he
had seen it from spiritual background, he
would have treated it as the one with positive
as well as negative effects as it is both the
creator and the destroyer like God as
perceived from the Indian background. As a
spiritualist, he would have treated time in the
way the Gita treats time as Time, God from
the Indian perspective.
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It is he  it is he
short strong and sturdy
no doubt cuckoo black
but his attitude
sweet and sharp as cuckoo's song
no sham  or scam ever dared to touch him
simple,  natural,  humble never bent his head
before anybody else except melody
melody is his alter ego
a man of few words
but of many many unforgettable performances
it is Dwaram
Venkataswamy Naidu, the violinist
he was visually challenged
but he  never considered it as a curse
but a blessing
for it provided him with necessary  solitude
to see as if in daylight
the hypocrisy and vulgarity
piled up in the thoughts of people
and also the serene  beauty of the undeniable
reality of life
of the world of melody
the undisputed king is he
the inimitable master
of the king of musical instruments
he has chosen to awaken his listeners
but not to lull them to sleep
nor to rouse them to bizarre heights
look,  look he is studying steady
with his violin set against the chest
with his fingers  on the welcoming strings
with the bow in his right hand
he is sitting steady

with his back straight and upright
plays on his violin
fingers,  strings,   bow and  the person
become  one as if in meditation,  a trance,
samadhi, no  illusion,   no make believe
no magic,  no  witchcraft,  no  hypnotism,
no miracle
he tunes himself and tunes his listeners
he has started before we know it
rhythm and harmony blending into melody
the melody dynamic
the melody flows flows gaining momentum
we are not aware of it
the melting,   the moulding  melody
irresistible wordless  fragrant
touches the ears,  the heart,  and the mind
 and every part of the listeners body
weaving a musical image
stirring the entire range of  emotions and
feelings, electrifying  opening the doors
to let the listener in
moulding the heart and the mind
to look deep,  deep into  himself
to see his self
manifesting itself
in brilliance as cool as
that of a thousand full moons
he realises himself standing  in his natural state
he realises  the heaven of his choice
bubbling with  bliss beauty and peace
there is nothing in creation
without melody in it
touch any object it vibrates,  vibrates
where melody is
there  Dwaram is
Dwaram is timeless

THE KING OF MELODY AND OBLIGE

C.M. Mohana Rao *

* Poet, Vijayanagaram
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The idea of human settlement is
scattered in the ancient Indian scriptures. The
chapter Janapadanivesa of Kautilya's Artha
Sastra possesses most probably the earliest
prescription for a well schemed settlement in
countryside. This article  throws a spotlight
on settlement strategies, cluster approach for
settlement, taxation system, prohibited groups
in locality etc prescribed by Kautilya. It
attempts to appraise the ancient Indian
settlement system in the light of Artha Sastra
and raise some questions on the modern
strategy of development pertaining to human
settlement.

The word 'Settlement' has a great
significance in advancement of civilization. In
21st century our world has progressed a lot in
every sphere of development. All the society
is blessed with the boon of technology. Today
though the world is changing into a global
village still the basic settlement problems
remain the same. Though most of the countries
claim that they have given their citizens a secure
life with proper settlement, nevertheless survey
reports of different international organizations
prove that having lost their homes many
people live beneath the sky for a long time
owing to warfare, accidents, natural calamities
and so on still today. So settlement is an
inevitable and primary need of society but our

society cannot fulfill that criterion properly.
Let us see what is the definition of settlement?
Wikipedia defines settlement as a permanent
or temporary community in which people live
or have lived, without being specific as to size,
population or importance. A settlement can
therefore range from a small number of
dwellings grouped together to the largest of
cities with surrounding urbanizing areas. If we
scrutinize the ancient history of world
civilization we will find that improper
settlement is one of the common factors behind
the ruin of civilizations. Ancient Indian literary
sources also contain various prescriptions and
descriptions on this subject. In this article my
attempt is to throw spotlight on Kautilyan
concept of human settlement. Kautilya's Artha
Sastra possesses most probably the earliest
prescription of well schemed rural settlement
in the chapter titled Janapadanivesa [II.1].

Concept of Janapada revealed in
ancient literature: The word Janapada was
first referred to in the Aitareya Brahmana
(VIII 14.4.4) and in Satapatha Brahmana
(XIII, 4.2.17). Atharvaveda mentions a
number of Janas or tribes and gives a vivid
description of their life and habits. But in pre
Mauryan India the Vedic community of tribes
had evolved itself into powerful states after
being geographically and socio-politically
strong. In Puranic literature and in epics we
can find the specimens of existence of
Janapadas. The Nikaya texts of Buddhist
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canonical literature and Bhagavati Satra of
Jaina literay tradition supply great inputs on
identification of Mahajanapadas and concept
of human settlement in 6th c.B.C. So the
evolution of Janapada can be characterized
with its gradual and dynamic development.

Meaning of Janapada: Now let us
try to discover what is Janapada and what
the word Janapadanivesa means in the
parlance of Artha Sastra. Kauitlya's Artha
Sastra written in 3rd c.B.C. is a
comprehensive treaty on ancient Indian polity
and addresses essential fundamentals related
to policies of growth and development of the
human settlement. The chapter
Janapadanivesa contains the description of
well schemed settlement in Countryside. To
Kauitlya the livelihood of a man is wealth and
that for a nation both the territory of the state
and its inhabitants from different occupations
come under the purview of artha.

Manusyanam vrttir arthah,
manusyavatii bhumir itarthah/ tasya
prthivyah labho palano payah
sastramartha stramiti /(A.S. 15.1.1).

Actually jana means people belonging
to four principle castes or varnas, pada means
dwelling place and nive?a means
establishment. So the word Janapadanivesa
signifies the principle of settling villages with a
population mainly consisting of four varnas.
In Artha Sastra Janapada is one of 3rd of
seven elements of a kingdom next to king and
the minister in importance. It is also noteworthy
that affairs related to Janapada are not
mentioned along with the affairs of a fort
(durga) or of an urban area (pura). So it clear
that a rural area or a city outskirt is mainly

referred as Janapada in Kautilyan
terminology. The Janapadas and their
economy are mostly dependants on the
agriculture.

From the point of understanding the
economic policy and social structure related
to human settlement, it is important to form
an idea about the size and area of the
Janapada he envisaged. Actually in 3rd c. B.C.
there was a group of kings from different state
reigning India. Kings established their states
keeping two factors in mind,  i.e. security of
the state and prosperity of wealth. In Artha
Sastra the natural elements like river,
mountains, deserts etc. in frontier regions are
envisaged by Kautilya. To defend the country
from enemy may be the main reason behind
such prescription. But the existence of the
above natural features altogether not possible
in a smaller region. From this it is inferred that
in Kautilyan concept, state or Janapada was
a large region consisting of all natural features
which are also effective to defend against  the
enemy.

Strategies for establishment of new
settlement: For establishing agrarian society
the settlement of farmers in a particular area
is the first prescription of Kautilya. He
prescribed to establish settlement in the
following ways.

bhutapurvam abhutpurvam va
janapadam paradesapavahanena
svedesabhisandyavamanena va  nivesayet
(A.S. 2.1.1)
"
Immigration: A king should induce foreigners
to set up new villages. Though sometimes
kings induce people to new villages forcefully.
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In 13th Rock edict of Asoka the word
apavude bears the assumption that Asoka
induced the people of  Kalinga to Pataliputra
after Kalinga war.

Migration: sometimes a king should send
forth a community of people to another land
for decreasing the overpopulation in his own
state. The idea of migration is very
praiseworthy as it encourages the reducing of
overcrowding in cities as well as building
density and thus reduces also the risk hazards
in city centre. The idea supports a well
balanced growth of a state, not just the
concentration of population in a specific area.
Kautilya named immigration and migration as
paradesa pavahanam and svadesa
visandya vamanam respectively. According
to Kautilya either an abandoned settlement or
a new set up village can be best for
immigration or migration. Except giving people
a quality life style, development of agrarian
economy can be main reason behind such a
suggestion as such planning ensures the supply
of a lot of farmers in a particular area.

Structure of a settlement and its
hierarchical unit: From the perspective of
principles, design and development of
settlement it is evident that Kautilya envisioned
a model settlement. Kautilyan Janapada
consists of a group of hierarchical units and
administrative divisions. These divisions were
mainly influenced by the availability of
resources and scope of development of
agrarian economy. The smallest division was
a village which had the population not less than
100 families and not greater than 500 families
with boundaries extending as far as a kro?a
(2250 yards).Villages used to help each other
with adequate security. Kautilya gives priority

to sudrakarsakas as the inhabitants of a new
village. From this information it can be inferred
that in Maurya period sudras got the status
of farmers which indicates the social upliftment
of  Sudras.

Sudrakarsakaprayam kulasatavaram
pancasatakulaparam gramam krosa
dv ik rosas imanamanyonya raksam
nivesayet/ (A.S.2.1.1)

Kautilya opted cluster approach with
each cluster comprising of certain number of
villages. A cluster of around 800 villages is to
be centered by a Sthaniya. 400 and 200
villages are to be covered by dronamukha
and karvatika respectively. Samgrahana is
in the midst of collection of 10 villages. In
frontier regions forts should be set up. The
gap between two forts should be inhabited
by tribal communities like vagurika, savara,
pulinda and candala etc. It is Kautilya's
another strategy to defend the enemies with
the help of their knowledge of regional
geography and warfare.

astasatagramya madhye sthaniyam
catuhsata gramya dronamukham
dvisatagramyah karvatikam dasagrami
samgrahena samgrahanam sth?payet/
(A.S. 2.1.1)

tesamantarani vegurika-savara-pulinda-
candala ranyacara rkseyu ( A.S.2.1.2)

Land disbursement system: As the
preparation of land, principles of settlement
etc. should be decided by the king, the land
distribution system also comes under the
purview of a state. In a new settlement the
land can be classified into two categories,  i.e.,
tax-free land and taxable land. The
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Brahmanas and the priests are titled to enjoy
the brahmadeya lands which are completely
free from taxes and fines. Royal officers like
superintendants, accountants, gopas,
sthanikas will also be endowed with lands
but they will not possess the right to sell or
mortgage the land. Land prepared for
cultivation should be given for life. Unprepared
land should not be taken away from them who
are preparing them for cultivation. If farmers
pay taxes they will be endowed with seeds,
cattle and money. This can be treated as
agricultural loan which the farmers have to
repay before a scheduled time. A king should
build proper irrigation system, dam and market
town to encourage the agriculture. He also
should offer facilities for cattle breeding and
set up new roads for the promotion of a
healthy economy through business. Lands may
be taken away if the lands remain uncultivated.
A king should provide farmers anugraha (part
remission of taxes) and parihara (full
remission of taxes). A king should give
remission like a father.  It is also a valuable
suggestion of Kautilya towards kings that all
the remission which will be executed by the
king should be supported by his treasury;
otherwise, a king with depleted treasury can
be subject to mass agitation or rebellion.

anugraha-pariharau caibhyah kosa
briddhikarau daddyat/ kosapagahtikau
varjayet/ alpakoso hiraja paura-
j?apadaneva grasate/ (A.S.2.1.3)

The policies regarding land
distribution and taxation of lands clearly state
that employment of common mass in
agricultural production with the help of
attractive policies works as a catalyst in the
development of an agro-based economy.

Introduction of a group of socio-cultural
norms: The policies for economic
development are not sufficient for the
development of a settlement,  rather existence
of proper socio-cultural norms is an inevitable
part of a well-developed sustainable society.
Kautilya exhibits the duties of the king towards
the inhabitants and duties of inhabitants
themselves. He does not forget to warn what
punishments will be given to the inhabitants if
they do not  observe their duties. A few
instances can be mentioned in this regard.

• If the slaves (dasa), heirings (ahitakas)
and relatives disobey the order of a king,
the king should teach their duties by
punishing themselves.

• Elders of village should protect the
property of God and of bereaved child
respectively till the latter got maturity.

• Without making provision for maintenance
of his wife and son if any person receives
asceticism should be punished with 1st

sahasadnda.
• A person unable to bring forth a child he

should leave family and society after being
permitted by the legal officers.

Prohibition on a few people and
activities in the settlement: Kautilya also
prescribed some measures for the safety and
security of the settlements. He suggested for
injunction over the following group of people
on  entering a village:

• Ascetic other than a vanaprastha
• Company other than local birth (Sujathad

anyasamha)
• Guilds other than local cooperatives
• Dancers, singers, buffoons (vakjivana),

drummers, bards (kusilava) et al
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Vanaprasthad anyah pravrajitabhavah,
sujatad anyasamghah samuthayakad
anya samayanubandho  va nasya
janapadamupanibiseta/

Nata-nartana-gayana-vadaka-vagjivana-
kusilava na karmavighnam kuryuh/ (A.S.
2.1.6)

Setting up theatres, stadiums is also
prohibited in order to avoid indiscipline in the
settlement. From Kautilyan standpoint after
being addicted to evils, farmers will be unable
to make themselves  steady for production.
Here we can interpret Kautilya to be very rude
who even prescribes injunctions over the
entertainment and sports. Actually his idea was
to achieve a steady economy by hook or
crook. He wanted to prepare the mindset of
the inhabitants of a state for leaving out anything
for strengthening the economy of society. After
reviewing the Kautilyan concept the question
can easily be raised that,  is today's world
addicted to excessive use of technology,
presence of plenty of entertainments like clubs,
discos, social medias loosing the proper use
of human resource?

King's duty for settlers: Now we glance at
a king's duty and policies related to the
protection of the settlement.

• Giving grants to the areas affected by the
enemy or by the wild tribes or by natural
disasters

• Prohibition over the troublesome taxation
system like danda, bisti to  farmers

• Taking necessary steps to avoid the
molestation of traders by courtiers
(vallabha), work men etc. in roads

Today the measures for safety of
common people especially for the security of
women should be interpreted in the light of
this concept of security.

Conclusion: The chapter Janapadanivesa
can be a lesson for the town planners as it
draws a picturesque graph of well-maintained
and self dependent settlement. Kautilya
advocates for the all round growth of a
country,  not growth in a concentrated region.
But if we look into today's India most of the
facilities are city centric. Where the metro cities
enjoy excellent facilities from education to
health, a child from rural area cannot get his
proper education and  a dying man loses  his
life on the way to city hospital. Except giving
a structure Kautliya advocates for
implementations of some social norms for its
settlers. Kautilya's target area was to develop
a settlement economically. For attaining
success a proper planning is not sufficient.
Socio-political balance is also very important
for set up new settlements. He believed in
recycling the resources as he prescribed for
setting up new settlements in abandoned sites.
The importance of Janapadanivesa is beyond
question because however we alter the
principles for settling a new countryside the
basic principles will always remain the same.

***

Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance, you must keep moving.
Albert Einstein
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English is spoken by a large number
of people of the world either as a native
language, as a second language, or as a foreign
language. It is the first language of United
Kingdom, The United States of America,
Canada and Australia. In addition, it is spoken
and read by many millions of Europeans,
Africans, Chinese, Indians, Japanese and
South Americans as a second language. In
short, one person out of ten in the world is a
native speaker of English. No language,
ancient or modern, can be compared with
English in respect of its international status.
English has become one of the major
languages of the world. It is interesting to note
people choose English to speak to others who
do not know their own language. It is in this
way that English helps in establishing
international relations.

            In a developing country like India, a
constant touch with the outside world is
absolutely necessary to bring about the
revolutionary changes in the fields of
agriculture, medicine, industry,
telecommunications, transport and basic
research systems. Without the adequate

knowledge of English, we cannot train our
young engineers, doctors, technocrats and
researchers to come to grip with modern
technology in their respective fields. The
students, who know English, can bring in the
wonders of scientific discoveries at our
doorsteps.

Different states of India are linguistic
states and language is the base is the formation
of each state. In any multi-lingual country, the
spread of literacy is possible only through the
mother tongue or some language belonging
to the region. As there will be a linguistic
problem due to people talking different
languages, a need of a common language is a
must for a better career and for
communication with the entire world.  In India
English is the only language which is
understood in all states, from Kerala to
Kashmir, and from Gujarat to Assam.

Teaching of English in India is in a
chaotic state today. If we mirror the whole
situation, we are shocked to see the sorry state
of affairs. English is taught in India under
conditions which are far from satisfactory. The
teaching-learning in our schools and colleges
is so defective that only a complete revamping
will set it right.

There are a number of factors which
spoil the process of teaching-learning of
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English as a second language in India. Of
course, there are a number of methods,
techniques and approaches available and are
a topic of another discourse and we have to
adopt the best suited for the purpose. Some
of these are discussed with the appropriate
and adequate remedial measures for the
modification of these problems:

Use of Mother Tongue
ndian students are very much used to

their mother tongue. It creates a major
problem for them as they find themselves
comfortable in using it. They are taught other
subjects in their native language and English
falls in their ears only in the  English class.
Some students fear that English is the most
difficult language to learn. This affects their
performance and failures occur. Their poor
social and economic background, lack of
opportunities to speak English in or outside
the classrooms and discouragement are
responsible for this. It should be understood
that influence of mother tongue always has
adverse effect on stress, intonation and
pronunciation of English  words.

So avoiding the use of mother tongue
except for some references that are given
when necessary to understand the concept will
help. The prejudiced negative idea about the
language must be removed from the minds of
the students by teaching through basic level
and in a simple way. While using mother tongue
one has to understand that translating the text
into mother tongue brings down the essence
of learning as the content and theme are given
importance but not the language part.
Therefore encouraging the students always to
speak and think in English in day to day
activities of life and while they do so, correcting

them on the spot will bring constructive energy
in learning.

Improper Infrastructure

Most of the colleges do not provide proper
infrastructure for language classes. Students
are not given positive impression about the
importance of the language in their life.

The English language teachers should be
provided all sorts of aids. The classrooms
must be well equipped with basic necessities
and with electronic media like computer aided
screens etc. Good training should also be
given to teachers regarding the usage of smart
classrooms.

Inaccurate Govt. Policy
Government of India always

implements its policies on educational
institutions. But, there are some changes
towards the policy of teaching and learning of
English infrequently. In most of Indian
universities, English is made a compulsory
subject at college level. But  when the question
arises of acquiring marks,  the same university
affirms minimum passing marks for entering
into other postgraduate courses. Moreover
our politicians and educationists vary on the
role, status and function of English.

So for a better state of English and its
development government can devise fruitful
policies for promoting the significance of
English language.

Shortage of Appropriate Teaching (Audio-
Visual) Aids

Effective teaching can be achieved
only when appropriate teaching aids in the
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form of text books, work books, handouts,
charts, PPTs are provided. If not the teaching
cannot be practical but only imaginative.

The colleges should be provided with at least
simple visual aids. The libraries of various
educational institutions should arrange good
journals for the teachers as well as the students
to enhance the knowledge of latest
developments in the field of linguistics and
English language.

Class Strength
The size of the class is a major

problem in the present scenario. English being
a compulsory subject, students are in more
number in each section. The large strength may
not be comfortable for the teacher to give
individual attention. The students make
mistakes unknowingly and they must be noted
and corrected to avoid it becoming habitual.

A judicious teacher-student ratio is
required for effective teaching of English in
the classrooms. There must be a provision of
tutorial classes for weak students.

Shortage of Time
Teachers are given a time slot of 45/

50 minutes per period and total 6 periods in a
week. Out of this 45 minutes period, effective
time is found to be near about 35 minutes only.
Individual attention cannot be paid to a class
of above 100 students in such a short duration.
Lack of sufficient time to teach and for students
having rural background, it becomes very
difficult on the part of the teacher to teach the
full course content in detail.

Therefore some selected students
with very weak background should be given
special interest and trained rigorously. Such
activity that is done batch wise would bring
better results.

               To conclude the teaching learning
process depends on both the teachers as well
as learners. Either the teacher or the learner
must understand that the study of a language
is a means to develop one's power of
expression and knowledge can be achieved
by mastering stylistic elements of the language.
English has a lot of prominence. There are
huge opportunities in the field of science,
technology, social sciences, philosophy,
journalism, international trade and diplomacy.
The students should concentrate on the
fundamental skills of the language ability
namely listening, speaking, reading and
writing. From the teachers' side application
of different methods of teaching like grammar
translation method, the direct method, the
series method, the oral approach/situational
language teaching, audio lingual method,
communicative language teaching, direct
practice and learning by teaching will help to
share the ideas of language to the students.
While teaching, the teacher must be aware of
the students' proficiency in English and change
his teaching methods as per their need. Testing
in various levels is also a must to know the
progress of the students. Mistakes if
committed must be corrected in a healthy
manner. Patience and encouragement always
boosts up the learning attitudes. Allow the
students to express themselves. Thus teaching
and learning should be made fun rather than
difficult.

***
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"Neha, I can't be a slave here."

"Slave! You are my husband, dear."

"I am no husband. I am a slave,
nothing else."

"Why, at night you are OK being a
husband. What happens to you when the day
dawns? Another bout, today."

"Neha, why don't you understand? I
love you, but… but I have lost my self-respect
here. I have no identity of my own. I am
known just as your husband."

"But Vikas dear, I always call you
'Vikas dear'. Isn't that your name? What else
do you want?"

"Neha, don't make fun of me. I am
serious. Here everything is yours. This house
too. There everything is your father's. It is his
show. What is mine? Nothing."

"When I am yours, what is the
problem? This house-it was bought by my
Dad. So naturally they would buy in my name,
not yours. And there, that business is my
father's. So that will be in his name. When
you set up your own business, it will be yours,
and in your name."

"But I have been working like a
donkey all these years, and yet…"

"Haven't you been taken care of?
Your food, clothes, stay, and then me, all these
things cost. Nothing comes for free. If you
are ambitious, go and do something of your
own."

"Yes, I want to set up my own
business. But your papa doesn't help me. He
should give me some money, buy me a shop…
He is a rich man. Can't he do this much for
me?"

"No, he can't," Neha said severely.
"And why should he do it? He is a rich man
because he has worked hard for his money.
He came here when he had nothing. He
washed dishes in the hotels, and saved money,
and rose to become what he is."

"Neha, what do you want? should I
wash dishes!"

"If you want to be something, if you
want to rise like my Dad, you have to work
hard.  In England everybody works hard,"
Neha said, sipping her coffee.

"I had never thought that," Vikas said
in anguish. " I thought I was marrying the
daughter of a rich man settled in England.
So…"

WHEN YOU BLOW THE CONCH (SHORT STORY)
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"You Indians believe in unearned
money, like everything comes in dowry, along
with the girl," said Neha sadly. "My Dad is
running your home. Of course, you are
working at his shop. That's all. That's what he
promised. Or has he cheated you in any way?"
Vikas was lost in thoughts: Mr Kapoor,
Neha's father, had visited India and met my
uncle. They were good old friends. I had
always pestered my uncle to persuade his
friend to help me in emigrating to England.
That time he talked to him. Mr Kapoor met
me and was impressed.

"You want to go to England, I learn.
Are you really serious or it is just a fancy?"

"No, I am seriously interested."

"OK, I have a proposal for you. I have
a daughter, not highly educated but OK. Good
looking of course. We are looking for an
Indian match for her. If you are interested, I
can talk to her. If you both like each other,
you would be in England. That is the only way
you can settle over there. I have a good
business. Until you are on your own, you can
join me."

My uncle patted me on my back and
said, "Just say yes. You can't have a better
way of going to England. You go to England
and get a girl too. How lucky!"

Neha looked into his lost eyes. She
knew he was ruminating over his past. After
all he had been a manager in a bank, had a
good house and caring parents. He left
everything and came here. He must be very
ambitious. And here he is working like a
servant at my father's shop. My father! How

intelligent he is! He puts his earnings in my
bank account and never gives him any money.
He buys things for us, this house too, but all in
my name so that he treats me properly and is
always doing things I want him to do. Of
course, it is a lot of money my father gives to
us, and we  have all the fun in the world. We
enjoy our life to the full. We do whatever he
wants. And yet all the credit cards are in my
name. And my father has instructed me to
keep him on leash, always, if I want to be
happy. What can I do? I have money, so I
flirt with my leisure too. No restrictions of any
kind. He is at the shop, under the strict watch
of my father. And when he comes back, he is
in my bed. He is happy in my bed, always
lolling around, drugged with my body… I pity
him. It is only on such rare occasions that his
inner urges-the foolish notions of being free
and independent-are awakened. But I soon
lull them to sleep. After all he is a man, I
realize. And he is intelligent too. But helpless
all the same.

Vikas slowly turned to her and said
staring into her eyes, " Cheated me! Yes, he
has cheated me of all my ambitions, all my
dreams."

"Oh, really!"

"Yes, he has treated me worse than a
slave. Even my earnings go to your bank
account. Why?" Vikas said furiously. "Even
servants are not treated like that."

"Oh, come on," said Neha sweetly.
"You bother about small things. My account
or your account-what is the difference when
you and I are one? Isn't he giving us a lot of
money?"
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"Not for free," growled Vikas. " I
work all day for him, more than eight hours
that people normally work. I can't accept this
situation forever."

"Well then, what do you want? If you
are really serious, tell me what you want once
for all. Don't create this 'tamasha' every other
day."

 "I want to go back to India. I don't
want to live here."

"OK, when do you want to go? Give
me the date, and I shall get you the ticket."

"Really!"

"Yes. But before that you will have to
get divorce from me. I can't go on waiting for
your return indefinitely," said Neha bitterly.

Vikas was shocked. He had not even
thought of that. Neha was an English girl, born
and brought up in England, he realized. He
loved her. How could he do that? He had
reached the crossroads. He had to take a
decision. He thought over his situation: If I
return to India like this, I will be considered a
failure. Everybody would think I was at fault.
They have money, and money is always right.
My parents expect a lot from me. They always
think I would one day become a big man and
call them too here. All the other relations too
expect big things from me. I won't  be able to
have any position there in India, and how can
I live with the stigma of a failure all my life?
They are very clever people. They will paint
me in black, and as they have a great standing,
everybody would believe them. Neha would
get another husband, another crazy man like

me, and I would be forgotten forever. Should
I accept this situation? Why should I? Death
is better than dishonor. And it is a country of
opportunities. Why can't I try? Even if I fail,
that failure would be far better than this kind
of life, life of a slave, life of a dog, life of total
dependence. They are very shrewd people.
They use people for their own benefit. They
have used me, used my craving, used my
humility and acceptance. They have used me
unfairly. No more, no, never.

He turned to Neha and gazed into her
eyes. She was horrified. She had never seen
his eyes so glaring and determined. "No, I
won't go to India," he said in a measured tone,
" but I won't work at your papa's shop either.
I shall try my luck somewhere else. And from
this moment on, I shall not use your money."
Neha was perplexed. She had never thought
that he had the guts to stand independently. It
was just his fancy, she thought, and so didn't
give much weight to it. In two to three days
this madness would vanish when he would
sleep with the costly drinks, she thought and
smiled.

Vikas immediately rang up his friend,
Navin, who knew him from India. They had
met quite often and discussed the world. For
the first time they got personal. Vikas asked
him if he could get a job somewhere.

 "What is the problem? So suddenly!"
 "I want a job, that's all."

 "OK. If you are serious, come and
join me tomorrow. Why a job? You will be
the manager of my new store that I opened
last week. Honest, sincere and hardworking
people are rare these days. If you want a
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drink, come over and we shall finalize the deal,"
Navin said generously.

"No, it's OK. I shall meet you
tomorrow morning."

"Fine".

In the evening, Mr Kapoor came over
and tried to persuade Vikas and win him back.
"Well, what has happened to you? What do
you want?"

"Nothing. Only I want to stand on my
own, not on the crutches provided by you."

"But these crutches are golden and
come free," Mr Kapoor said sardonically.
"You will suffer, and make Neha also suffer. I
can't allow that."

"If Neha thinks she can't live with me
in difficult times, she is free to separate. I am
ready for any kind of settlement."

"What! You talking like a fool! I love
Neha.You don't know how far I can go for
making her happy," Mr Kapoor said, his face
red, his body shaking.

Vikas stared at Neha. Neha read
his eyes and realized the situation she was in.
"Papa," she said, putting her hand on his
father's shoulder, "I am fine. I will be fine. You
don't worry. If Vikas wants to try his luck
elsewhere, let him. Maybe, that will be good
for everybody."

Mr Kapoor was apprehensive. "I
don't know what will become of you? How
will you manage your life without my support?"

 "Papa, as you managed your life
without my Mum's parents," Neha said with
a smile.

"O Neha, you don't know it was a
very, very difficult life. I don't want you to suffer
that way."

"Papa, don't worry. We shall be fine.
Ultimately, everybody has to find his own way.
Life teaches you all the lessons, bitter or sweet.
Nothing is absolute here. So why
worry?"Neha said with equanimity.

Mr Kapoor was amazed. She had
grown up, he thought.

***

Human civilization, as opined by serious thinkers is of recent growth compared to centuries of
cruelty and savagery. They said that Humanity and culture are not natural but cultivated,
dependent on ways, of thought. Taste and Tradition are the products of culture, Instead of
leveling down the structure of society to the standard of the mob, as some of the leaders have
been doing, it is advisable that we must raise the mass to the level of true culture. Universal
equality does not mean that everything is to be equally vulgar. The low level of mass mind is
responsible for growth of tyrannies.

Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan in his book Religions and Society.
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Educate your women first and
leave them to themselves;  then they will
tell you what reforms are necessary for
them.

Swami Vivekananda

The world is passing through a crisis
today and the tremendous emphasis on the
scientific and mechanical ways of life is fast
reducing man to the status of a machine.  A
value-based education has been lost in the
weary world of materialism and selfishness.
The old values, which gave to the world great
men like Shri Ram, Shri Krishna, Gautama
Buddha, Mahatma Gandhi and virtuous
women like Sita, Savithri, Ahalya, Draupadi
and Mandodari, who are called as the
panchakanyas, have gone into oblivion. What
remains today is the callous attitude of men
being gilded by technology and mechanism
and their reckless assessment of the life
around.

Swami Vivekananda stated in his
great lectures that these social and global
misconceptions of men can be averted through
the real education. He feels the necessity for
awakening man from the deep slumber of

immorality and opines that men should open
their eyes wide to embrace their chaste
spiritual-self, which remains the very purpose
of their education.

Education for Women in the Vedic Times:
The women and their position in the

society is the true index to the cultural and
spiritual standards of a country.  Swami
Vivekananda opines that a country's prosperity
and opulence depend on the steady status of
its women and their strong spiritual
enlightenment. Indian women, from the Vedic
ages, have attained greatness in various
domains of life and culture: political and artistic,
ethical and transcendental. This prominence
was achieved, sometimes with the backing of
the men and at other times, in spite of men's
discouragement and prejudices against them.
If one observes the modern day working
woman, a peculiar aspect is realized in her in
the form of a unique equilibrium and poise
maintained between her job as a housewife
and that of a working woman. There are also
some instances where the modern woman is
unable to do so. This kind of distinctive feature
is not new to a woman, especially, the Indian.
It was, as well, projected in the ancient women
of the Vedic age where, in spite of great
education, they adhered to the 'household
rituals, cradle songs and popular poetry.' A
well-knit philosophical attitude is borne by a

EDUCATIONAL RENAISSANCE IN THE INDIAN WOMAN:
SWAMI VIVEKANANDA'S VISION AND PARVATI

ATHAVALE'S CONTRIBUTION

  A.Ashwini*

* Associate Prof. of  English, VBIT, Ghatkesar
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woman of the past as well as the present, and
with her patience, perseverance and self-
sacrifice, has been teaching the art of peace
to her family as well as to the belligerent world.
At this juncture, the matters relating to
women's powerless nature even in the
technologically stronger world and the urgent
need for the women empowerment through a
value-based education become a focal point
of serious study.

The Status of the Vedic Indian Woman:
The Vedic period is differentiated as

the earliest Samhita followed by the
Brahmanas, Upanishads, Dharma sutras
and Smriti (Swami Bodhasarananda, 2005).
In the early age of Samhita, the women were
given their sole right of education and were
married off only after they completed their
formal education. But, through the ages, there
was a significant change in the attitude of the
people and felt that early marriage proved their
physical purity, on one hand and protection
for the fair sex, on the other. Hence by the
period of the Dharma sutras, the women
were married off before their puberty, putting
an abrupt end to their education which in turn
made them dependable.  Manu had also
introduced a principle that a woman can never
be independent due to her subtle nature. (Na
stree svatantrysamarhati).

Swami Vivekananda’s Vision on Women’s
Growth:

It is understood that the deterioration
of the woman has not been sudden but
gradual. Swami Vivekananda says, "There is
no chance for the welfare of the world unless
the condition of woman is improved. It is not
possible for a bird to fly on only one wing."
Unless the Indian woman is educated in the

real sense, this valued status of a woman is
nothing but a dream. There is every need to
unleash the true facts about the Indian
women's quest for their justifying status in the
society through a value-based, traditional
form of education, which would try to impart
the real ethos of being educated. This paper
is a window to Swami Vivekananda's
prophecy about the Indian women and their
path to development in the country with a real
education.

"Writing down smriti and binding them
by hard rules, the men have turned the women
into mere manufacturing machines," he had
pointed out. Women needed to be educated
about their rights as a human being so that
they would become creative partners in
managing household. The transformed Indian
woman on par with the western women
brought about a new social epoch in the
country which was thought to be unnecessary.
Speaking to New York spectators, he said: "I
should very much like our women to have your
intellectuality, but it must not be at the cost of
purity."

Real Essence of Education for and Indian
Woman:

Swami Vivekananda says, "What was
the way out to save and elevate Indian
woman? Education was the answer." He says
that the educated Indian women are far better
than the western counterparts in terms of
freedom from servitude. Servitude does not
mean freedom from men, which is unnatural
and impossible.  The freedom from suffering
can be attained by cooperating with men;
injustice can be fought for, in a non-violent
manner in contrast to the strife between the
western women and their men. He expects
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that education for men and women must be
differentiated according to the needs of the
gender, as women who educate themselves
about their ancient culture, tradition and values
have a greater chance to become good

The main objective of Swami's design
of female education is to make them strong,
fearless and conscious of their chastity and
dignity. He observes that although men and
women are equally skilled in academic
matters, women, still have a special propensity
and know-how about studies relating to home
and family.  Hence he recommends the
introduction of subjects like sewing, nursing,
domestic science, culinary art, etc.

This kind of female education is
nevertheless, not withstood by the feminist
group, who expect superior possibilities of
total freedom from men and their questions
and interrogations. This feministic perspective
would do more harm than good for a woman.
Therefore, there is every need to determine
and reinstall within the women, the true essence
of education for them, in other words, the
traditional education to imbibe the values and
virtues of an Indian mother, daughter and a
wife.

Introduction toTraditional Literature and
Education:

Studying the present needs of the age,
it is reliable to say that only the teaching of
rites of worship would not be enough for
today's woman; instead it has to touch every
point that makes one's life pleasant and
turmoil-free. Along with the lofty principles of
selflessness, the noble examples of the great
epic heroines like Sita, Savithri, Gargi, Lilavati
and Mira should be imbued to mould their own

selves in the lineage of these worthy women.
Accordingly, they should be given a steady
base in life-sciences. In today's cruel and
unpredictable world, there is a great need for
the acquirement of valor and heroism to protect
women from the cruel and forbidding eyes of
the men. Hence a dire requirement of self-
defense is the need of the hour. As Swami
Vivekananda says, "with such an education
women will solve their own problems."  “This
traditional education is required to create ideal
men as 'it is only in the homes of educated
and pious mothers that great men are born.'

Strong Nurturing Ability in Women:
A woman is born with a natural ability

to love and nurture. The nurturing mother is
not a myth or a fantasy. She was, for ages,
the mother of all humans and the footing on
which our success as a species based. But,
most of the people in the society are still
unaware of the loss that they incur by her
absence. In today's material world, the real
protective caress of the mother has been lost
in the high tide of work responsibility, giving
way to a lonely life for her infants. The
conversion of the nurturing mother into a
working mother has altered her role in child
development, directly or indirectly affecting
the psychology of the child.

Swami Vivekananda says the ideal
woman in India is the mother, the mother first,
and the mother last. The word woman calls
up to the mind of the Hindu, motherhood; and
God is called Mother. A mother, as a matter
of fact, is surely the real shaper of her child's
destiny. So it is obvious that an Indian woman
has a great responsibility to carry forward her
armored protection, nurturing and caressing
of her child to see him climb the great ladder
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of success in his long journey of achievements
and fulfillments. In her hand lies the utmost
duty to redirect her son, attracted towards
evil, to mend him towards righteousness and
respect towards women and a deep concern
for humanity.

Training a Girl Child to Strengthen the
Nurturing aspect:

A girl child should be encouraged,
enlightened and empowered to lead a brave,
meaningful life. She should be given:
Encouragement:  to express herself bravely
without fear;
Enlightenment:  enlightened to the great facts
of life sojourns to fabricate  a successful life
for her and her family;
Compassion: compassionate towards her
fellow beings to continue the human race
without skirmishes; and
Empowerment: She should finally, be
empowered to be self-esteemed, self-
confident, self-worthy, self-reliant and above
all, self-defensive.

These qualities in a girl child can
possibly, be developed with the right kind of
education with an equal proportion of support
from her parents, teachers and her fellow
human beings, an education that differentiates
her abilities from the men, the strength that
would give her the freedom to overcome the
feminine obstacles and inabilities and stand
aloft in times of great competition in the rival
world, regardless of the gender obligations.
Role of men in accepting the nurturing quality
of women

Men and women not only differ from
each other in their physical traits but also in

their mental grades (emotional and
psychological), such as nurturing,
competitiveness, academic abilities, and
communication skills. Many people believe
that the psychological difference between men
and women is a result of nurturing rather than
the nature. It is believed that people are taught
to exhibit the archetypal gender characteristics
shown by the typical society. Others trust that
the difference arises due to the physical
individualities. The respect exhibited by the
men towards the women's nurturing would be
a precursor for the exclusion of gender
discrimination, the very reason for the
atrocities against women in India today.

As John Gray points out in his book,
Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus,
men are simple and women are complicated,
emotionally speaking. Therefore, people must
understand these differences in order to
communicate effectively with each other in a
relationship. While not all women are nurturing
and affectionate and not all men are
emotionally unattached or unable to
communicate effectively, it seems that certain
characteristics appear more frequently in one
gender or the other.

Society generally accepts that men
are more competitive than women, women
are more nurturing than men, and they
communicate very differently. One should
believe in these differences and share the
world peacefully with the opposite sex. Both
men and women must stay constantly in
agreement with these gender differences to
effectively manage across the gender divide.
It is suggested that without this understanding
from the men's side, women's success will be
impeded, and both men and women will
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experience unnecessary frustrations which
ultimately leads to chaos and confusion in the
society.

Swami Vivekananda says "the ideal
of all education, all training, should be … Man-
making." Through education, men would have
an affinity to life building, character-making
and assimilation of ideas. This positive thinking
is churned out from the milk of education to
make the men respect the woman as a mother
and also give a rightful place to her nurturing
quality. Men should be ready to pursue the
higher education apart from the spiritual
knowledge, which would pave way for an
unbiased modern civilized world,
characterized by the gender equality and
acceptance.

Need for a Separate Syllabus for Girls at
the Formative Stage:
There are, undoubtedly, some differences
between men and women outwardly, but none
in their nature.  Hence, "if a man can be a
knower of Brahman, why cannot a woman
attain to the same knowledge?" Women are
equally competent to gain knowledge and
devotion.  This raised status of a woman can
be attained through an exclusive women's
education and a great counseling both to men
and women regarding this. Chastity and
character building is the first and foremost
quality that should be imbibed in the formative
stages as that ideal enables them to give up
their lives rather than cringe from their chastity.
Swami Vivekananda, going by the standard
of education in the women, planned for a
school which would create a platform to study
religious scriptures, literature, Sanskrit,
grammar and some English. Apart from the
sewing, culinary art, rules of domestic work

and upbringing of children, the women would
be taught japa, worship and meditation as part
of teaching. This kind of practical perspective
in the women education would certainly lead
to an affable society, which further paves the
way for a unique culmination of the old
education system with the new one.

The great views propounded by
Swami Vivekananda on the women's
education and the unique imparting of it to the
Indian woman are, no doubt, explicit and truly
valuable. His opinion about India on the
pedestal of knowledge and wisdom through
a respectful attitude towards the women's life
and their value-based education is an eye
opener for the modern day men and women
and it is no exaggeration to say that Swami
Vivekananda remains the one-man army for
the development of spirituality, value and
contentment in the people, regardless of the
gender bias.

Sharing the views of Parvati Athavale,
the writer's autobiographer for her Ph D
research

On the inspired lines of Swami
Vivekananda opinionating on the widows'
remarriage and the education to women,
Parvatibai Athavale, an upper caste Hindu
widow, one of the autobiographers for the
writer's Ph. D. research in English literature,
(the topic being the Autobiographies of the
Indian Woman Writers (Feminine, Feminist,
Female: Evolution of Feminism in Indian
women Autobiographies) upholds Swami
Vivekananda's ideals.

Parvatibai Athavale (born 1870), a
contemporary of Swami Vivekananda (1863-
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1902) was a social reformer who came to be
known as one of the earliest autobiographers
of her times. Parvatibai was married at the
age of eleven, begot a son at her fifteenth year
and eventually lost her husband when she was
only twenty years of age. In her
autobiography, My Story: Autobiography of
a Hindu Widow, in Marathi, she expresses
her anguish about the fate of her two sisters
who were widowed like her, early in life,
eventually becoming dependent on their
parents. She, later, takes an active part in
working for the upliftment of the women and
widows and collecting funds to establish a
Women's college and a Widows' Home in
Maharashtra in a small village named Hingane.
Parvatibai, along with her sisters, had to suffer
the shaven heads and acceptance of
widowhood, which she believed, was the most
horrific experience of her entire life. She was
of the similar opinion that was shared by
Swami Vivekananda that a widow need not
be remarried; instead tread on the path of
spirituality and wisdom. But, she expressed
her happiness over the marriage of her
widowed elder sister, Baya (Anandi Bai) who
had been a child widow, a woman who had
no opportunity to experience the joys and
sorrows of the married life. Baya was married
to the great social reformer of the period, Prof,
Dhondo Keshav Karve,  one of the pioneers
in promoting women's education and the right
for widows to remarry in India, against
widespread objection and excommunication
from the community.

This was the state of affairs in which
Parvatibai,  an uneducated widow with a
child, under the able guidance, encouragement
and care of  Prof. Karve began her educational
sojourn which, in the long run, proved to be

the prodigious step towards the renaissance
among the women, especially young widows'
educational upliftment. She was instrumental
in developing the Widows Home in 1896
which was started by Prof. Karve, with a mere
eighteen widows, eventually giving an
opportunity for them to stand aloft, away from
their life of dreariness. She also took an active
part in raising innumerable funds from all over
India and abroad to establish a Women's
College in1922 at Pune which marks the
changing opinion of India towards education
for women. It is a well-known fact that Swami
Vivekananda went on a world tour to
propagate the teachings of Hinduism and to
bring the world onto a platform to learn the
greatness of Hinduism, especially the women,
and its culture and tradition. On the other hand,
Parvatibai Athavale, who had no idea of the
English ways and their culture, decided to
enter that foreign land to learn English,
firsthand, at the same time mingle with the
people of an alien land of America with a
genuine purpose of raising funds for Professor
Karve's Widow's Home and the University
for Women in Pune. She stayed in America
for two long years (1918-1920) spending the
time in speaking at the American
congregations about the fate of the widows in
India and the urgent need to empower them
through education. This is the story of an
unsung Hindu widow who went beyond the
horizons of her small world in the province of
Maharashtra to see and watch the women of
India grow and endow themselves in an age
of deprivation and degradation towards
womenfolk.

Conclusion:
Swami Vivekananda's vision of the

Indian woman is truly great, as it can be
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implemented and restated even today with the
same vigor and a similar potential. He opines
that the people expect women to learn
politeness and cultivated manners along with
nobility, humility, patriotism and above all, a
polished outlook. These qualities are required
in a woman to make her efficient not only in
the social gatherings but also in the domestic

life, as was opined with regard to the women's
duties and responsibilities which would further
improve the societal conditions around her.
As Swami Vivekananda quotes, "Listen to
your soul, you have to grow from the Inside
Out. None can teach, none can make you
spiritual. There is no other teacher but your
own soul."

I cannot any longer  take part
in the rat race for success.
It is not as if I am tired or even disgusted.
It's  just that I have realised now---
If one has to win, the other has to lose.

Success is but a heavy crown
albeit diamond studded.
My victorious eyes have got to behold
envy ridden or grief stricken and tearful eyes

If only I can rejoice
in the victory of the opponent,
I shall enjoy the sweet embrace
 of  a  garland of ecstatic smiles.
Can there  be ever  defeat
to one who  regards
 the opponent's  success as his own?

In order to achieve
success in the larger context of life

VICTORY IN DEFEAT

         N.S. Rachakonda *

one has to accept defeat as unavoidable,
some  time or other

On occasions when  fair play is crushed
by the halter stone of injustice,
the tender  leaf of  victory
that sprouts beneath the stone,
Has a special  relish for me.

 I admire as well,the joyous smile
That  adorns  the face
Of victory in defeat when one  receives
The  hemlock  cup of sorrow
 from destiny's hand.

Never mind the definition of success
and failure in the eyes of the world.
I  admire, more than anything else
the defeat that triumphs over  death
scattering far and wide
the sandal wood  fragrance
 of unassailable  virtue.

[Telugu  original:      Votami  O   Gelupae
by   M.B.D. Syamala]

*  Poet, Visakhapatnam

***
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On that day, I set out for shopping
with my husband, I was carrying Bannu, my
little son. We boarded the Tube, perhaps, to
buy a pram for him in Central London. All the
compartments in the Tube were filled 'with
people rushing to the offices. It was cool inside
the Tube and it started off slowly and picked
up speed. We approached a station. It
stopped gently. The doors opened. People
got down from one side and others boarded
it without obstructing their way.  Everything
was going on smoothly. Majority of the people
were reading that day's Daily Mail. There
were no conversations.

We arrived at Westminster station.
Some people got down and some more
boarded the train. I was seated. My husband
was holding on to the leather belt. A gentleman
boarded the train (he was in a suit, I am not
mentioning this because everyone wears a suit
there) and stood beside me. He patted on my
son's cheek and said, "He is very cute." He
then moved to the front as there was some
room. There was another young man with him.
Then I asked my husband, "He patted Bannu,
who is he? Do you know him?" My husband
smiled and said, "He is the Prime Minister of
this country." I thought he was teasing me. He

looked at me as if women do not have GK
and raised a doubt in my mind,

I slowly walked up to the gentleman
and asked him innocently, "Are you the Prime
Minister of this country?" He said "Yes, today
I have urgent meetings. I chose to travel by a
Tube so that I can reach the place quickly. I
travelled by train when I came to Delhi. Later
when I visited Mumbai, I collected an
autographed ball from Sachin," I listened with
amazement. I said, "I am sorry, I asked you
because I did not know." He said again, "Your
son is very cute." I recognized the young man
beside him to be his bodyguard.

While the British Prime Minister,
David Cameron, was talking to the other
passengers, I went to my husband and scolded
him. As if talking to myself, I said, "You should
have told me earlier, such things don't happen
in our country! I thought you are joking.
Moreover, we don't see them on TV or in
newspapers every day."

Bannu was smiling showing his two
little teeth. Will our country change at least by
the time this little one grows up? We are
optimists, aren't we?

Courtesy:  Misimi,  October 2014

COTRAVELLERS

Dr I. Satyasree *
[Telugu original : Sanyogita Mayor]

*   Editor, Triveni

***
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Corliss Lamont in his book The
Philosophy of Humanism tells us what the
American historian, Professor Edward P.
Cheney, said about how Humanism has meant
many things for many great nations of the
world:

It may be the reasonable balance of
life that the early Humanists discovered in the
Greeks; it may be merely the study of the
humanities or polite letters; it may be the
freedom from religiosity and the vivid interest
in all sides of life of a Queen Elizabeth or a
Benjamin Franklin; it may be the
responsiveness to all human passions of a
Shakespeare or a Goethe; or it may be a
philosophy of which man is the center and
sanction. It is in the last sense, elusive as it is,
that Humanism has had perhaps its greatest
significance since the sixteenth century".

Humanism is an affirmative philosophy
which raises questions about the way we look
at the nature of human beings and the
treatment of their problems. As a concept it
evolved in the early part of the sixteenth
century during the European Renaissance.
Undoubtedly some of the greatest religious
leaders like Buddha, Jesus and Confucius
have contributed considerably to the ethical
side of the Humanist tradition and advocated

that the service of one's fellow men as the
ultimate moral ideal that all men should strive
for. A distinct humanist spirit can be traced all
the way back to the city-state of Athens in the
Golden or the Periclean age of the fifth century
B.C. Human accomplishment is to be
considered the chief end of man. According
to Lamont a perfect example of this humanist
spirit can be seen in Antigone. Sophocles
writes:
Many are the wonders of the world
And none as wonderful as man.

Some of the crucial tenets of
contemporary Humanism are, the rejection of
supernatural and religious authority, setting up
the welfare of mankind as the supreme goal
and relying on science and technology and
seeing it as a way of bettering the human
condition.

Mulk Raj Anand won world-wide
acclaim as a humanist writer and socialist, and
this makes him a major literary force to reckon
with. Born in Peshawar in the year 1905, he
completed his undergraduate study from
University College London and earned a PhD
in Philosophy from Cambridge University in
1929. It was during this period that he forged
strong bonds with members of the London
based Bloomsbury group,  particularly with
Virginia Woolf, Leonard Woolf, Lytton
Strachey and E.M. Forster, who wrote the
preface for The Untouchable. Before coming

HUMANISM AND HUMANITARIAN COMPASSION IN
MULK RAJ ANAND'S THE UNTOUCHABLE

Chaitanya Gadhiraju*

* Research Scholar, Vizag
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back to India and settling in Bombay he spent
some time lecturing in Geneva for the League
of Nations' School of Intellectual Cooperation.
He won the Sahitya Akademi Award for one
part of his seven part autobiography, Morning
Face, and was hailed as India's Charles
Dickens. As K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar in Indian
writing in English proclaims:

Anand (it must be conceded) has been as
effective almost as Dickens himself.
According to M. K. Naik in A History of
Indian English Literature a prominent theme
seen in Anand's novels is "his humanistic faith
and humanitarian compassion for the
underdog."

In The Untouchable traditional
patterns of living seem to collide with the
industrial technology which was introduced in
India by the British. The change that comes
about in a society where such collisions are
everyday occurrences is not evenly smooth
and consistent. There is something unnamable
which holds Bakha back from freely
expressing himself. Something in his emotional
make up keeps reminding him that tradition is
sacrosanct and that rebellion is not something
that is going to be tolerated.

Neither his anger nor his humiliation
finds adequate means for venting his
frustration. A frustration that stems from
Bakha's inablility to fight back. Bakha's
rebellious episodes are not too frequent in The
Untouchable when compared to episodes
where his servility comes all too naturally for
him. As Karl Marx says in The Eighteenth
Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, published in the
year 1852:

The legacy of the dead generations
weighs like an alp on the brains of the living.
The age old caste system deeply rooted in his
Indian psyche is what keeps his rebellion in
check. The soul crunching humiliation that he
feels when he is slapped on the middle of the
road by a highcaste Hindu for unwittingly
touching him, the inhumanity of the people who
perversely enjoy his humiliation, Pundit
Kalinath's failed attempt to molest his sister,
Sohini, the verbal abuse that is showered at
him for defiling a high caste Hindu woman's
door, the way food is literally flung at him as if
he were a dog, food which he has rightfully
earned for sweeping the road, the curses
heaped on him for saving a high caste woman's
young son, who was hit by stones during a
hockey match, and ultimately the derogatory
words such as 'bhangis and chamars' with
which he is addressed to by Mary Hutchinson
when she sees him in the company of  her
husband Col. Hutchinson who is a Christian
missionary from the Salvation Army.
Throughout the novel Bakha sees not just the
explicit hostility with which people see him,
but an almost implicit immorality and
indifference. He seems to question the moral
stance that people take when confronted with
the unvarnished truth, which is the theoretic
equality of all human beings. He can't
comprehend his own inability to voice his
indignation. Bakha's reluctance to even
question his social inferiority shows just how
deeply rooted the Indian caste system is and
how transgressing it seems to be a veritable
sin.

Albert Camus comments in The
Rebel:An Essay of Man in Revolt that: The
spirit of revolt can only exist in a society where
a theoretical equality conceals great factual
inequalities.
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In the novel the sun is seen as a liberating force.
He enjoys the simple gratifications of sunshine
and sports and derives pleasure from food and
drink. The taste of the hot sugary liquid that
his mother made for him before he set off for
work in the morning is how he fondly
remembers his mother while at the same time
he understands that it is a luxury that he can
no longer look forward to. He appreciates all
these small things in what is an otherwise
difficult and unbearably dreary life and this is
what makes him an epitome of optimism and
positivism. Bakha's pursuit of happiness is not
mindless pleasure-seeking but it is a search
for pleasure and happiness under the guidance
of reason. He believes in the beauty of love
and the love of beauty. There is exultation in
the magnificence and munificence of external
Nature.

Humanism emphasizes the importance
of education. It is Bakha's quest for
knowledge and his zeal for learning is evident
when he asks the babu's elder son to tutor
him. He is willing to spend an anna per lesson
as a bribe since outcasts were denied an
education, which in itself is a form of social
exploitation. In the eyes of the high caste
Hindus, educating the sweepers would
encourage a revolt. They believed in the axiom
that ignorance is bliss and that maintaining the
status quo would ensure that they have people
who are willing to debase themselves by doing
work which the high caste Hindus themselves
found degrading.

Anand's emphasis on work as the
supreme value is another important aspect of
Humanism value. Bakha epitomizes this view
of Anand's. To Bakha who is an enthusiastic
athlete, play comes only after work and it is

this characteristic that makes Bakha inherently
superior to all the other characters in the novel
especially his irresponsible brother Rakha.

It is at this juncture Anand introduces
the theme of conversion to Christianity. Though
the theme is not really introduced as a probable
solution to the malady of untouchability, it can
be seen as a satire on the Salvation Army
missionary, Col. Hutchinson. As Bakha listens
to the padre's Christian songs he feels
overwhelmed and confused. Not getting any
straight answers for his questions such as who
the 'Yessuh Missih' is and how he is different
from Rama, the God of the Hindus. Bakha
soon becomes bored with all the ecstatic
hymn-singing and has trouble understanding
why people are born sinners and the necessity
of confessing. Unfortunately for Bakha, Col
Hutchinson is so lost in his own religious
fervour that he realizes only a little later that
Bakha was unable to understand a word of
what he was singing. Furthermore Bakha does
not like the idea that he was born a sinner,
especially when he has no recollection of ever
committing a sin. In fact it is not too clear if
Bakha even understands the difference
between a sin and a wrong deed. Bakha's
notion of religion is not very well developed
as observed in the temple scene.

He is not too well versed in Hindu
mythology and the religious doctrines of
Hinduism, so it is understandable that he has
difficulty understanding unfamiliar Christian
religious concepts such as Original Sin,
Confession and the Day of Judgment. What
Bakha needs at this moment is a sense of
belonging but unfortunately for him Col
Hutchinson is unable to provide the comfort
that he so desperately needs.   When Mary
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Hutchinson calls him and the other
untouchables as 'bhangis and chamars' he
recognizes the look on her face and finds that
it looks strikingly similar to the look of
contempt with which the 'touched man' on the
street looked at him. It is here that Bakha loses
all the reverence and awe that he had once
felt for the British. Later in the novel when
Bakha goes to Golbagh to hear Gandhi, the
sight of the D. S. P in the crowd fails to inspire
the same awe that he once felt for the British.
The phenomenon of alienation is very complex
and understanding its dynamics is very essential
when one tries to critically study The
Untouchable. Bakha has trouble relating to
other people in his life. He understands the
reason for the verbal abuse showered at him
by his father. He recognizes it for what it truly
is: insecurity. Bakha's sense of isolation is
lessened to some degree when he goes to listen
to Gandhi's speech. The first thing that catches
his attention is the fact that Gandhi's
complexion is similar to that of Bakha's.
He is black like me. He stainth

However, in the course of Gandhi's
speech on untouchability, Bakha comes across
ideas which are difficult for him to
comprehend. Gandhi mentions that the
untouchables need to cultivate and maintain
habits of cleanliness. He advocates that the
untouchables need "to rid themselves of evil
habits, like drinking liquor and eating carrion."
He is unable to understand what Gandhi
means when he says 'cleaning Hindu society'.
Listening to Gandhi's speech Bakha begins to
feel defensive and gets the impression that
Gandhi is in fact blaming the untouchables for
their lack of morality and their lowly status in
the society. But he does react personally to
Gandhi's' 'purity, his simplicity, his childlike

smile'.  Gandhi's desire to be born as an
outcast and treat scavenging as a labour of
love brings immense satisfaction to Bakha.
Gandhi's empathy toward the unfortunate and
the downtrodden acts as a balm and provides
comfort to the angst ridden soul of Bakha.
Gandhi is introduced in the novel to provide a
sort of positive impact, which will ultimately
lead to the emancipation of Bakha. Gandhi's
speech evokes two kinds of criticism from the
crowd, one which involves a partial
disagreement with Gandhi's views and
another which is cynical to a fault and
considers Gandhi as a humbug. It is during
this speech that Bakha overhears a
conversation between Iqbal Nath Sarashar,
a poet and R. N. Bashir, Barrister-at-law. It
is Sarashar who sees the flush system as a
means of getting rid of the age old tradition of
manual scavenging. As he says in the novel
that "when the sweepers change their
profession, they will no longer remain
untouchables" and the flush system would
make the job of the sweeper obsolete. Anand
sees how technology appropriately used has
the potential to do good, not just for the
individual but also for the society. However
Anand is also aware of the pitfalls of using
technology thoughtlessly. Sarashar mentions
that technology used with imagination will
bring about a drastic change which "will be
organic and not mechanical".

The novel ends with Bakha's cautious
but hopeful thought: 'I shall go and tell father
all that Gandhi said about us,' he whispered
to himself, 'and all that that poet said. Perhaps
I can find the poet some day and ask him
about his machine.' And he proceeded
homewards.
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The novel relates the action that take
place during the course of a single day in the
life of Bakha, an untouchable scavenger boy
in the cantonment town of Bulandshehar. In
the beginning of the novel one sees Bakha as
boy who is easily impressed with the British
attire, subservient to the Hindu high castes,
oscillating between hope and despair,
mesmerized by a religion which makes little
sense to him to being a man who has shed all
pretentions, worldly and otherwise, intent on
improving the quality of his life and believing
in the innate goodness and beauty of life and
the pursuit of happiness, a happiness which
comes from possessing the power or
potentiality of solving his own problems,
through reliance primarily upon reason and
rationality applied with courage and vision.

Humanism encourages unending
questioning of fundamental assumptions
including its own. As the novel progresses

Bakha's questions become more stringent and
all encompassing as his horizons broaden. It
is by listening to Gandhi's speech that he
realizes that "untouchability was not sanctioned
by religion"(199)  and that he need not eat
leftover food and that the food grains given to
him were his by right and not given to him by
some misplaced sense of charity. Humanism
is more an attitude and a way of life rather
than a philosophy and it echoes throughout
TheUntouchable. It advocates that human
happiness is its own justification and the pursuit
of happiness is possible only in a society which
prescribes liberty, equality and fraternity.

According to Lilla Harris in Pity The
Nation: Something to Think About in an Age
of Unreason Humanism aims to improve
society so that no man is denied access to the
basic needs of life like education, freedom of
speech, equal opportunities and above all
justice.

Without a beginning and without an end
time journeys on an unseen path,
nobody has seen its footprints ever,
whether slow or fast it moves
no one knows
but it has left all behind

Beyond any one's memory
the mountains are rising high
the oceans are getting deeper
the valleys are getting wider

but nothing seems to prevent
at each daybreak
the birds sweetly to sing
nor the sun with all the glories to rise

The path of love in front of us
has ups and downs
it meanders
but has never been able to hold us back
we move on and on
we are the time
we are the sun
and we tread the path with a song

JOURNEY

Dr. Kumarendra Mallick*

* Poet, Hyderabad

***
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Only the student who can
communicate effectively can compete in the
modern world. So, teaching effective
communication skills plays a major role and
serves as the cornerstone for preparing the
graduate students to face the world of
competition. Along with interpersonal and
collaborative skills, communication skills figure
prominently for the present day employment.
Specifically, "expressing thoughts clearly,
crisply articulating opinions, communicating
coherent instructions, motivating others
through powerful speech   these skills have
always been valued in the workplace and in
public life." Every industry now craves for such
skilled candidates.

Communication skills include not only
reading, writing, and listening, but also an often
and paradoxically neglected part of our
language arts   speaking.  Paradoxically,
because speaking is what most of us do most!
Notwithstanding the wonders and efficiencies
of technological and electronic communication
emailing, texting, twittering, etc.   there's
nothing more powerful and effective in the
hierarchy of human communication than face-
to-face verbal communication. Without a
sound foundation of oral communication and
presentation skills, core 21st  century skills
goals would likely go unrealized. How else
could you express thoughts clearly, articulate

opinions crisply, communicate instructions, or
motivate others   and here come the key
discriminators   anywhere, anytime, and most
of all, immediately than through powerful
speech? Immediately, with  nothing in the
middle, no paper or electronic screen, large
or small; nothing between the speaker and
listener, but vibrating air.

If young people can't instantly
represent themselves effectively, with what
Aristotle called the right ethos; if they can't
summon the logos and the confidence to ask
the necessary questions; and if they can't grasp
the appropriate tone and timbre in their pathos,
they will be ill-prepared and distinctly
disadvantaged as they leave college. In short,
they need to know how to use their oral
communication abilities to get where they want
to go and to become who they want to be.
Speak well, that they have to believe in.

Many of our students desperately
need these basic communications skills.
Somehow we expect them to be learned from
somewhere. But where? It is the question -
At home? In college? Or While with friends?
How to start?

 Students need to know   need to be
taught   among many other things, how to
introduce themselves properly, how to make
meaningful eye contact, how to start and
maintain conversations, how to interact with
all kinds of people, how to give a successful

TEACHING EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN THE
PRESENT DAY SCENARIO

Dr.  M. Umar*

*   Lecturer in English, Govt.Degree College,
Nandikotkur.
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interview, manage relationships, and
eventually stand up and address a live audience
with authority and confidence. Students must
learn to create rapport, trust and respect.
These are the basic components of nearly
every affirmative human interaction, including
those explicit and implicit in realizing the skills.

This area of the language is best taught
face-to-face in an informal, low-risk and highly
interactive way. The teacher needs to model
the manner of delivery that achieves proven,
positive results; i.e., the teacher must be a
mentor and as well as a role model. Nothing
becomes second nature until it becomes first
nature first. Students must not only see what
effective communication looks and feels like,
they must also understand the details of how
it's done,  so that they can practice and hone
their skills.

Effective Teaching Communication Skills:
Teaching effective communication starts with
very basic tools to establish a sound
foundation, which is built upon and reinforced
with increasingly challenging lessons. In the
often scary realm of public speaking, it's vital
that we move step-by-step from talking about
easy subjects, things we know about, to
subjects that demand thought, introspection,
and spontaneity. Here's where we start.
Self-Introduction

Knowing how to introduce oneself
with an appropriate handshake, proper eye
contact, and a fitting demeanor is a
foundational skill. It's the way we begin most
interactions with others and likely sets the tone
for a brief conversation, a meeting, or a life-
long relationship. You can't say the first thing
twice!

Vocabulary: Studies show a direct
correlation between vocabulary and success.
The point here is not just learning new words
but to developing in our students a curiosity
for the power, nuance, and proper application
of our rich language. It's no accident that the
end of the German word for vocabulary,
"Wortschatz", means treasure.

Listening: Active and engaged listening is an
essential, but often neglected part of the
communication spectrum. It's essential to
showing, and to having, respect.

Communication Etiquette and Courtesies:
Start with the basics   "Thank you,"  "Please,"
and "I'm sorry,"   then move to rules of etiquette
involving communication devices and
situational needs.

Overcoming Inhibitions: The fear of public
speaking ranks right up there with death as
our number one fear. Students must master
proven methods of dealing with and
overcoming this fear from the very beginning
of their public speaking careers, including
relaxation exercises, visualization techniques,
and most importantly knowing what they're
talking about before they speak.

To Ask For What is Required: We ask for
many things each day: "May I be excused from
class today?" "Will you give me this job?",
"How about a raise?","Will you go on a date
with me?" But it's not just asking, but timing
and tone figure importantly.

The Interview: The skills deployed in a
successful interview apply well beyond
securing employment or entrance to advanced
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education. An interview is taking place when
you ask for a loan or try to put a work team
together, or when you're choosing a contractor
to paint your house. Do you know who is in
control during an interview?

Being Social : What? No kidding! Studies
have shown that on job interviews, all other
things being equal, an employer will pick the
"nice" person, the "likeable" one, over others.

Networking: Networking has always been
a challenge for even the most accomplished
of communicators. Knowing how to work a
room, make connections, and establish and
maintain relationships, are the skills that mark
a successful person.

When students practice and
synthesize these elements in the right sequence
over the right amount of time, the result can
be a confident, well-spoken individual, not just
someone ready to be a better student, but
someone ready to be heard. Besides, all these,
to acquire effective communication skills we
need to know  how a present day class room
should be handled.

The important characteristics of the
present day classroom are:

Student-centric: In the classrooms, students
play an active role in their learning and
teachers serve as mere guides. They are more
facilitators of learning than lecturers. They help
students think critically and learn by doing and
act as a resource while their students discover
and master new concepts. Student-centric
classroom environments put students' interests
first and are focused on each student's needs,
abilities and learning styles.

Electronic devices: Computers are readily
available in modern classrooms, since they are
essential tools for the present day students and
replace the utilities of pen and paper. They
not only give students the means to conduct
online research and master the technology
skills they need, but they also give teachers
the opportunity to enhance their lessons. The
ability to deftly operate a computer is a critical
present day skill. Computing devices greatly
assist in teaching and learning and make them
more engaging and effective.

Active learning: In modern classrooms,
students are actively engaged in what they
learn. Students participate in more active
learning by working in groups or on computers
and complete projects and other interesting
activities that help them discover new skills.
Students can learn actively by talking and
listening, writing, reading and reflecting. When
students are encouraged to take an active
interest in learning, they are more likely to
retain the knowledge they have accumulated.

Adaptive learning: Any classroom will
always have students of different types of
learning abilities in it which often makes it
difficult for teachers to make sure that all of
them understand the concepts. The modern
approach of adaptive learning gives students
the freedom to learn at their own pace and in
the way they are most comfortable with. There
are various kinds of software available for
adaptive learning that teachers can use to
enhance the learning of their students.

Invitational environment: The classrooms
should not be cramped or overcrowded.
Modern classrooms should have the basic
material required for teaching such as,
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interactive whiteboards and LCD projectors.
Teaching with technological material is more
effective, stimulates student engagement, eases
the work of teachers and makes it easy for
students to focus on learning.

Understanding and following the rules
and procedures: The learning environment
is carefully planned and well-organized. Class
rules, procedures, and notices of upcoming
activities are posted in convenient places to
help students stay on track. Students are
constantly encouraged to remind them of their
goals and responsibilities. They follow class
routines and understand what they are
expected to achieve each day and how they
are to go about it.

Mutual respect: Teachers and students
should always have respect for each other.
As now the role of teachers is no longer to be
the sage on the stage, students should not
forget their value as they will always receive
guidance from them. Also, teachers should
encourage students to speak with confidence
and value their opinions. In a well-disciplined
environment, students should also co-operate
with and respect their classmates.

Taking responsibility of their learning: As
students are encouraged to actively participate
in their own learning, they become responsible
for their learning. Self-directed students not
only encourage each other, but also work with
their teacher to achieve academic and
behavioral goals that they themselves have
helped establish. Teachers should employ a

variety of strategies to promote responsible
decision-making and create self-reliant
students.

Performance-based assessments: Regular
performance-based assessments are carried
out by teachers through various methods which
are not restricted to tests. These can be by
conducting quizzes and polls. Teachers can
utilize projects as well as other products and
performances as assessments to determine
student achievements and needs. Assessments
are tailored to the abilities and needs of the
students.

Collaborative learning: Learning through
collaboration is one of the most effective forms
of learning. Teaching and learning in isolation
are very restrictive and hinder progress.
Learning in groups enhances the scope of
learning and develops critical thinking.
Collaborative learning activities include
collaborative writing, group projects, joint
problem solving, debates and more.
Collaborative learning redefines traditional
student-teacher relationship in the classroom.

Technology plays a big role in
developing all of these characteristics for
modern classrooms. These classrooms
enhance the learning experience and better
prepare students for higher education and
workforce. Thus in teaching effective
communication skills, one needs to implement
new strategies and updated technological
teaching aids to suit to the present day industry
requirement.

***
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An 18-year-old student was
struggling to pay his fees. He was an orphan,
and not knowing where to turn for money, he
came up with a bright idea. A friend and he
decided to host a musical concert on campus
to raise money for their education.

They reached out to the great pianist
Ignacy J. Paderewski. His manager demanded
a guaranteed fee of $2000 for the piano recital.
A deal was struck and the boys began to work
to make the concert a success.

The big day arrived. Paderewski
performed at Stanford. But unfortunately, they
had not managed to sell enough tickets. The
total collection was only $1600.
Disappointed, they went to Paderewski and
explained their plight. They gave him the entire
$1600, plus a cheque for the balance $400.
They promised to honour the cheque at the
soonest possible.

"No," said Paderewski. "This is not
acceptable." He tore up the cheque, returned
the $1600 and told the two boys: "Here's the
$1600. Please deduct whatever expenses you
have incurred. Keep the money you need for
your fees. And just give me whatever is left".
The boys were surprised, and thanked him
profusely.

It was a small act of kindness. But it
clearly marked out Paderewski as a great
human being.

Why should he help two people he
did not even know? We all come across
situations like these in our lives. And most of
us only think "If I help them, what would
happen to me?" The truly great people think,
"If I don't help them, what will happen to
them?" They don't do it expecting something
in return. They do it because they feel it's the
right thing to do.

Paderewski later went on to become
the Prime Minister of Poland. He was a great
leader, but unfortunately when the World War
began, Poland was ravaged. There were more
than 1.5 million people starving in his country,
and no money to feed them. Paderewski did
not know where to turn for help. He reached
out to the US Food and Relief Administration
for help.

The head there was a man called
Herbert Hoover - who later went on to
become the US President. Hoover agreed to
help and quickly shipped tons of foodgrains
to feed the starving Polish people.

A calamity was averted. Paderewski
was relieved. He decided to go across to meet
Hoover and personally thank him. When
Paderewski began to thank Hoover for his
noble gesture, Hoover quickly interjected and
said, "You shouldn't be thanking me Mr Prime
Minister. You may not remember this, but
several years ago, you helped two young
students go through college in the US. I was
one of them."

THIS IS A TRUE STORY THAT HAD HAPPENED IN 1892 AT STANFORD UNIVERSITY.

The world is a wonderful place. What goes around comes around!
-Internet
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Amitav Ghosh is a distinguished
novelist who thoroughly studies different
cultures of the world.  The Glass Palace is
one of his best and famous novels.  In The
Glass Palace the true nature of colonial rule
is seen in its culture of exclusivity, practiced
and fostered as a matter of policy. In the novel,
while the Muslim invaders became more or
less assimilated in Indian society, the British
remained aloof and superior, as shown in E.
M. Forster's A Passage to India. While
setting up residence in the cantonment, they
drove the Indians into inner city slums lacking
in basic civic amenities. They not only
practiced what Said calls "monoculturalism,"
but also tried to set up "little Englands" in the
colonies. The plantation manager, Arjun, has
a house in Malaya with a garden dotted with
bursts of colour, but "the flowers were mostly
English varieties" (433). No wonder that T.
B. Macaulay should seek to create "a class of
persons Indian in blood and colour, but
English in tastes, in opinions, in morals and in
intellect" (Macauly 49) - in other words,
"mimic" men, as Homi Bhabha calls them,
using V. S. Naipaul's term.

 Frantz Fanon speaks of the "state of
absolute depersonalisation" (Fanon 63)
experienced by Algerian Arabs under French
rule. In The Glass Palace, Rajan talks about
life as a plantation worker with "every action
constantly policed, watched, supervised." He

tells Arjun that it amounted to "being made
into a machine: having your mind taken away
and replaced by a clockwork mechanism.
Anything was better than that" (522).
Especially poignant is the anguish and
confusion of Indian military officers in British
army employ-young, idealistic, and keen to
do what is right-in fighting a war to defend
not their own country, but a foreign power
that has enslaved it. "If my country really comes
first," Hardy asks Arjun, "why am I being sent
abroad? There's no threat to my country right
now-and if there were, it would be my duty
to stay here and defend it" (330). Sitting in
the trenches, Hardy tells Arjun, he "had an
eerie feeling. It was strange to be sitting on
one side of a battle line, knowing … that you're
risking everything to defend a way of life that
pushes you to the sidelines. It's almost as if
you're fighting against yourself" (406). To this
Arjun can find no fitting response. He comes
to wonder whether he was in effect no more
than a "mercenary," and to realise that "to kill
without conviction violated some deep and
unalterable human impulse" (347). He feels
that "he and his peers had been singled out to
pay the price of a monumental inwardness"
(349). Allison sums up the plight of the Indian
officers in the British army when she says:
"Arjun-you're not in charge of what you do;
you're a toy, a manufactured thing, a weapon
in someone else's hands. Your mind doesn't
inhabit your body" (376). Arjun, who comes
to analyse critically, obsessively, his actions in
relation to the colonial situation, ultimately dies
fighting for the Indian National Army in Burma.

THE GLASS PALACE - A MONO-CULTURAL STUDY

Dr. M. Nageswara Rao *

* Lecturer in English, Sri Y.N. College , Narsapur
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The Glass Palace explodes the myths
about the beneficent effects of colonialism on
the colonised systematically and
comprehensively. Buckland is sincere, but self-
deluded in arguing that the British are staying
in India "out of a sense of obligation" (417).
Equally mythical is the notion of the white man's
"burden" of civilising the "inferior" races of Asia
and Africa. False is the belief that the primary
impulse behind colonisation is the desire to
improve the living conditions of the colonised.
And it is delusional to think that at any rate
the British have proved to be more humane
colonial masters than the Germans or the
Japanese. A three-part report by ITV called
"The British Empire in Colour" (producer
Lucy Carter), which was shown on British TV
in September 2002, shows India's last
viceroy, Lord Mountbatten, in a new and
critical light, and, according to The Observer,
makes it "hard to defend the memory of
colonial India as a caring, orderly place." This
report includes a great deal of material never
seen publicly before and gives "the most vivid
visuals yet of the violence and atrocities that
occurred during Partition."

 Building on Michel Foucault's study
of the intimate relationship between forms of
knowledge and power, Edward Said shows
how colonial powers "constructed" an orient
that allowed the deployment of specific forms
of control over it. In the words of W. H. New,
"the imperial enterprise … turned 'other' places
and 'other' peoples into commodities that
would serve the needs of the imperial 'centre.'"
New alludes to the revealing Spanish colonial
practice of referring to transport of slaves in
terms of "tonnage" (New 1996). In The Glass
Palace, Ghosh shows how such
"constructions" are internalised by the

colonised, creating radical fissures within
colonised societies and at times within the
consciousness of individuals. The British were
not content with spontaneous expressions of
the colonial mindset as visible as in Kipling's
The White Man's Burden. Instead, they
promoted-with sensational success in both
England and the United States-such biased
and astigmatic reporting as Katherine Mayo's
Mother India in order to reinforce negative
stereotypes of Indian society and culture, and
in an effort to legitimise colonial rule.

The cultural encounter between the
colonised and the colonising powers has at
times had a positive side, too, which, however,
Ghosh does not touch upon. In the Indo-
British context, for example, cultural
interaction as seen in the works of such
scholars as William Jones, who had genuine
respect for Eastern culture, is as much a fact
as Macaulay's much more widely publicised
arrogance and ignorance. This seems to one
a limitation of The Glass Palace as it is of
many studies and analyses of the colonial
experience. Moreover, Ghosh's approach
seems somewhat totalising as it does not
satisfactorily provide for the broad range of
historical and social differences among Burma,
Malaya, and India. At times colonialism
appears in the novel as a monolith, with
complex and defining features of the different
communities submerged, if not altogether lost,
in the unifying, homogenising process. Finally,
although women play an important role in The
Glass Palace, the novel does not really show
how colonialism affected the lives of women
at large, nor does it treat the plight of peasants
and tribal peoples in the colonised societies.
In fact, Ghosh seems all but impervious to the
elitist nature of whatever modernisation the
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colonial powers may be credited with bringing
about in the colonies.

 It may well be that these exclusions
were deliberate and were necessitated by the
dramatic requirements of theme and character
as the author had conceived them. In any case,
the truth of colonialism has seldom been
brought out with such insight and objectivity
as in The Glass Palace. Ghosh's tone remains
cool and rational, does not become abrasive
even when dealing with the more unpalatable
aspects of colonialism. The novel remains free
from the self-pity and sentimentality that at

times intrude in works as fine as Forster's A
Passage to India, whose major Indian
characters essentially emerge as "constructs"
of a liberal and sympathetic imagination.
Ghosh's use of a multiplicity of spokespersons
with diametrically conflicting views enables him
to examine the colonial experience from a
diversity of perspectives and makes the
presentation more complex and nuanced. The
Glass Palace is thus important not only as an
outstanding work of fiction but also as a
remarkably perspicacious mono-cultural
study.

You touch my life everyway
Sometimes subtly
Some other times substantially
Sometimes directly,
Some other times indirectly
But for sure, I feel your presence
All pervading, surrounding
But invisible like air
This is your mystery
I cannot unravel it

HIDE AND SEEK

Dr  J. Bhagyalakshmi *

Sometimes I wish I did
And feel desperate
What is this hide and seek
I ask myself
No doubt, the game is exciting
Feeling your whereabouts
Yet not locating
How long it can go on, I wonder
I assure myself
One day I will stand
Face to face before you
Overwhelmed with joy
Not even aware when the game was over.

***

***

*  Poet, New Delhi

The ability to observe without evaluating is the highest form of intelligence.
Jiddu Krishnamurti
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'My dear son, wherever you are,  be
safe!' was her everyday blessing to us, her
progeny. Lachumamma is her name. The
village is Toofran of Medak district,
Telangana, India. She is wedded from
Lusaipeta. My father is Seshaiah.

My father married two women. The
first wife's name is Lakshmi. She went
childless. So he married my young mother
Lachumamma. She used to live on farm labour.
I am the youngest of three  Saraswathibai,
Balamanibai and Narsingh Rao. My parents
named me Vitthal. When I emerged as a
pastoral singer, people began to call me
Gaddar. Somebody says, 'Your son is
Gaddar',  she never agrees to it and says, 'Oh!
No, he is my dear Vitthal!'

         My father eked out his living as a mason.
Having signed contracts he used to go about
Maharashtra state. His first wife accompanied
him.  He was a person of social consciousness.
He liked to mix with Ambedkar and went
spending his hard won money towards the
welfare of the poor.  My mother had to remain
here in Telangana looking after us doing farm
labour. Her life was full of difficulties,
awareness was her cup of tea. Those days
the farm labourers were looked down upon.
While calling upon them too, there was a lowly
word, 'Eme` for 'O, lady  mother'. She retorts

immediately at this call. She admonishes the
callers and does not attend to their work on
the farm for labour. I would follow her for
farm work during holidays. I would be
reluctant to get up early to accompany her,
she would say, 'How can we get on my son,
without attaining time for work? We have to
mind our hearth.'

Those days were marked by local
entertainment in the villages called Bhagothalu,
the dramas with singing and dancing of folklore.
I witnessed them with mother. The on-foot
pilgrimages too were made all in the company
of my mother. I heard her say, You had my
breast milk up to your seventh year of
childhood.' She herself sang folk songs while
composing some on her own.

Digu, digu, Nagannau! Naganna
Divya sundara Nagou Naganna….'

She kept the listeners spell bound
The songs especially she wove on her own
inspired me a lot. I could pen 350 songs based
on social problems and ethos. My mother's
imprint is unforgettable indeed! My first song
ever penned was:

Oh, Lachumamma in the shade of a
jasmine creeper

           The second song voluntarily addressed
her warmth:

BALLADS FROM MY MOTHER'S MELANCHOLY

Gaddar (Telugu)
Translator: Dr. Pitta Satyanarayana*

*  Professor of English, Vaagdevi College of
Engineering, Warangal
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Though I was re-born for many a time,
I remain indebted to my mother for her life
giving elixir.

While in ordinary talk of hers I saw a
rhythm when she said, 'The fellow who started
thither, went on thither , the one , hither before
my eyes took the same side. I don't know the
one who went whence to whence might have
disappeared'.

During my school days I participated
in cultural activities. A particular genre of story-
telling  while  singing accompanied by two
drumming men on either side was called
Burrakatha. The story teller sings and dances
marching to and fro on the stage holding a
stringed instrument made of  a pumpkin shell
with a hole on the rear side. I was the story
teller. People admired my show. When they
referred it to her, my mother would not hide
her happy feeling with her readiness to correct
the singer. The song cited first, read with
rapture, attracted her attention and she
suggested that the pitch should have been a
bit clear. The songs told the story of the tasks
of the farmers and the difficulties that follow.
The theme was her favourite one.

While I was in school final in 1966,
my father left us to ourselves forever on his
work as a mason. Mother had to support us
on her own. We were in abject poverty. She
used to go with half filled belly for our sake.
At times, we did not see her eating. At our
asking she used to post-pone her meal and
serve us from the remainder. But she never
lost courage. She never cried. She guarded
us as the quite vigilant eye-lids that protect
one's eyes, till we turned young.

Though she was an illiterate she encouraged
us saying, "Come what may! Don't break your
studies."
          My silent reading was not liked by her.
"You should reveal your mind. I must listen to
what you read."

I stood first in the entire Taluq in my
H.S.C in 1966. Those were the days when
almost all gates were open for continuing in a
job.  ( H.S.C was the minimum qualification
for all types of jobs  or training programmes).
Some of my class mates entered varied jobs.
I wanted to study further in Hyderabad. When
I sought her permission she sacrificed her
selfishness of getting my support and sent me
gladly with her blessings. She parted with her
five rupee coins pressed close at the fringes
of the sari at her abdomen.

 As I was interested in games I began
to get prizes at district level tournaments in
volley ball and other games and sports. The
innocent mother, looking at them hid them in
a pot with a lid. I enquired about them. She
said, "Is not it made of silver? It is liable for
theft. So I preserved it."  She showed me the
pot.

When I declared that the shield was
made of some steel, she lamented, "Why do
they give such prizes? Had they given a glass
in its place, people would have drunk
something out of it. A thing should be useful
to persons." She translated her idea into
action. She did not go for planting bushes or
flower plants for a show in the backyard. She
grew vegetables or leafy vegetable  creepers.
Having finished my higher secondary studies,
I joined Naxals' party along with my friend
Narsing Rao, who happened to be the son of
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a farm land holder of vast size, locally
designated as 'Dora' . Mother gathered this
information at a later date.

Those were the days when Naxalites
were branded as robbers and murderers.  My
mother could not make out why I joined the
Naxalites. She was vexed with two tormenting
questions:

"My son is of a good character. What
was the necessity for him to steal?" This is the
first one.

"Narsing Rao was the son of a
Jamindar, the heir to lands of a vast area.  He
too does not need robbery,   why did he join
the party?" This forms the second.

Though she was very much perturbed
she did not send my friend home without giving
him food whenever he happened to be with
me at my home for a long time of a day.

As he departed she opened her mind
to me saying, "See, my son, a centipede has a
thousand legs to walk with.  It doesn't matter
much even if two of them are hurt and broken.
You are a human creature with only two. Think
of it." She has another notion out of the
proverb,  "The shining of the ornament will be
a reality only when our gold is pure". Keeping
impure gold at our side, how can we expect
of the purity of the ornament? She never
interfered.
           When I made myself a balladeer for
the welfare of others, she almost objected me.
She said, "Singing cannot quench the belly of
hunger. We are in abject poverty.  The party
speaks of a fight. We don't reach it. We see
the sun only after some labour to eke out our

lives. So do find some work instead!" But
gradually she knew about the activities of our
party. Understanding dawned upon her. She
was happy.

Hearing from someone the criticism
of our work my mother used to say," Is my
son doing any thing  wrong except supporting
the people in need? It is a virtuous deed
indeed!" She stood for the people.

There spread a rumour that I was
killed in an encounter with the police.  The
entire village was sorrowful. She grieved and
said,  'It's after the toil of a thousand years'
hard work  that a crumb is made  available.
But an eagle flew away stealing it from the
hands". Her symbolical statement revealed her
longing.

Those were the days of emergency
imposed on Indian governance; I got married.
My mother was invited. That was the time I
had seen her again after the lapse of three
years. She was in high spirits. She could not
stop saying, 'Oray! You were single till now
to roam about. Now you have married the
daughter from a family. I hope, you would
never wander at least now onwards!'

My mother was with us for some
period. She played with her grandchildren.
People visited me in good number every day.
She used to serve them tea or coffee
relentlessly. When they departed  she used to
say,' If you generously give out your earnings
this way, what will be in store for us in the
future? When all the earnings go this way, who
will look into our welfare?

At times she argued with me. When I
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defied her, she used to get ready and reach
Alwal railway station with her baggage. All
the members of our family would entreat  her,
convince her,  and take her back home. This
situation repeats soon and she is ready to
leave, at the smallest pretext.

No portrait of any deity is seen in our
house. But my mother prayed to God every
Friday at our home. Her prayers were
repeated in the bathroom. In answer to my
question she used to say, "My dear son, I am
praying to God for your well- being." Learning
that I was looked up by people, she used to
be overwhelmed with joy.

In 1984 I was again went
underground. So, my mother began living on
farm labour at my village. Emergency period
turned pathetic for us.  I was standing at the
Alfa hotel in Hyderabad while my elder sister
and mother were passing before  my eyes. I
must not see and talk to her, for fear of my
arrest. I could not call endearingly, my own
mother, Alas! Back home, moved as I was, I
composed a poem with the agony I was
crushed beneath. That song has become
popular.

Oh! Lachumamma! Why do you sit there
yonder, Beneath the Jasmine sirimimalli
creeper?   You seem to be sorrowful.

While in so called exile, I reached my
village once; my mother was not to be seen.
So I asked them to come to me from
Aurangabad, my sister's place. Both of them
waited for my arrival there. But I was not free
to be seen in public. So I sent a word to them
to come and see me in the garden nearby.
"Why should we see him there in a garden?'

was my mother's innocent question, having
seen me already there.

What ails you my dear son,
 ou seem to be in exile!

So saying she took me to my sister's
house. "When are you ordained to leave?" she
asked. Till the time of my departure at 4.00
a.m.  She became a sentry all through the night.
She woke me up at 3.00 a.m. and saw me off
lest I should be arrested. This shows the
mother's heavy heart.

I came back from exile in February
1990. My photograph was to be seen in
almost all the newspapers.

Curious neighbours of our locality
showed her the newspaper. She remarked,
"What's there to be seen? Shall I cleanse the
paper and drink the water thereof? Or shall I
wear it around my neck as an ornament?"

My mother came to meet me when I
was freed. I had not seen her for five years!
When I saw my mother from a distance, I
could not stop my yelling up tears! My mother
approached and kissed my brow. She wiped
my tears with her sari-fringe. "Ayee! You
should not weep, my dear son! Don't be
disheartened! Be of steel heart' she said
touching me affectionately. That gave me
courage.

The mother's warmth of love cannot
be fitted into the vocabulary of any language
however rich it is!

The events we undertook as Naxals
were kept in dark for her till her last breath!
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 "My son should be in my presence not for
somebody else's. These troubles are
unbearable! Who had reaped them all on him?"
she questioned. But when she had realized that
we were putting forth our efforts to the cause
of the poor, and I was followed by a group
behind, she was overpowered with joy.

Her oft repeated questions as to
where her son would have gone and what he
would have eaten, hovered around her
frequently and her pangs of heart went without
any answer.  The agony cannot be expressed
in words.

She breathed her last in 1991. She
did not expect any succor from any one! She
did not ask for her necessities. She could only
bless us. She did not hide or hoard anything
but parted with the little money, say a ten-
rupee-note given by someone to her some
time. Her only  property comprised of two
old fashioned gold earrings. She would show

it to people and she would say, "One for the
elder and one for the younger." She meant
her two sons,  Narsing Rao and me, Vitthal.

The mothers in remote villages never
care for politics. They pine for the well being
of their offspring. My mother did not go deep
into police at work, their shootings and
encounters and the like. Our safety as her
children was her cardinal desire. "Wherever
you are, my young ones, be safe! That's
enough," she said.

Whoever be as great as the emperor
of Delhi kingdom one in the looks of mother
will be a darling. So throughout the annals of
the history of mankind, the mother is reckoned
to be the first and the foremost in extracting
reverence. I owe her, promising that I will not
waste her breast- milk, with all my devotion
towards her. The song Srimalle  chettukinda
will last long in the history of mankind.

Before I could grow
 into an enormous banyan
or the mighty peepal
that even Gods prefer
 ... to rest under

A little woman
with big scissors
pruned my little feet
clipped my tiny hands
bleached-n-wired my body

To put me up for show

THE BONSAI

Dr. Leo Rebello*

 organised by Friends of Trees
Thousands flocked and
appreciated little woman's
ingenuity and creativity.
Critics raved her artistry
and saw in it poetry
But nobody noticed
me cry and struggle
to be unbound from shackles
to live a life
natural and free.

Courtesy: Metverse Muse

***
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NIGHT SKY BETWEEN THE STARS |
Poetry Collection | Usha Kishore |
Cyberwit.net, Allahabad, Jan 2015 | ISBN
978-81-8253-566-4 | Pages 110 | Rs 200 |
$ 12.99 | £ 7.99

Usha Kishore is a widely published,
internationally recognised, India-born British
poet and the poetry collection under review
is her second one. A feminist with an endearing
difference, she copiously draws on the rich
and vast Sanskrit lore for her subjects,
inspiration, imagery and philosophy.

The blurb encapsulates that Usha
"creates an alternative dimension for Indian
womanhood. In metaphor and metonymy, in
ekphrastic verse; in lyrical images of
goddesses, women and the monsoons, the
poet voices a determined diasporic
engagement with the motherland. Night Sky
Between The Stars is a shift of paradigm from
accepted conventions of myth; it is the verse
of an exile writing home; it is an epitome of
what Kishore qualifies as L'écriture Feminine
et Indienne'.

Indian tradition holds woman in high
esteem, but unfortunately at the practical level
this is not so across the board, whether the
reasons are the baneful influence of Western
hedonism or a contemptuous disregard for
moral education under the lame excuse of
'secularism.' If dicta like "Yatra naaryastu
pujyante" are not consciously broadcast and
heeded, the situation would further
degenerate.

And the whole thing boils down to non-
appreciation or transgression of the terrains
and complementarity of Purusha & Prakriti,
the constructive and  the generative, the
spiritual and the materialistic, the yin and the
yang. Though discrete, the fifty-five poems
contained in the book are subsumed by a unity
of thought and purpose.

Though settled in the UK, Usha
jealously nurtures her umbilical cord with
India. She purposes to carry her Indic culture
"Through journeys/ across continents/ that
breathe in time" ('Carrying a Culture'). She
further reiterates:  "Ten thousand miles of
darkness/ and light; not a day passes/ without
thoughts of home.../ Ten thousand paths to
tread;/ it is this one I choose -/ writing in
exile.../ Ten thousand waves crashing/ in the
Irish sea; one Indian woman/ fishing for
poetry..." ('Writing in Exile').

To reclaim the honour due to
womanhood, Usha goes back to the cosmic
and creational aetiology. Ok, there a whole
pantheon of primordial Vedic gods, "But what
of the goddesses who birthed these gods?"
('Creation'). With a refreshing feminine
subjectivity and subliminal subtlety, she talks
out the innermost minds of a host of characters
like Dakshayani, Draupadi, Gandhari, Mira,
Sita, Ahalya, Damayanti, Satyavati, Usha and
Taramati. She also limns the various
subcultures, festivals, holy places, social evils,
common women of our times, including the
countless unchecked atrocities on the fair sex.
'Grandmother's Portrait' brings out effectively

BOOK  REVIEW
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how during those days the teenage blitheness
was snatched away from the girls because of
child marriages - "At primary school, her eight
year old/ consciousness was dyed/ in the
rainbow shades/ of an alien tongue,/ only to
be erased by marriage/ that walled her tender
years."

Likewise, the rape and torturous
murder of a young woman in New Delhi in
December 2012 provoked the impassioned
poem 'Parables of Shame' that is replete with
images as horripilating as - "The earth will never
be the same again, for/ the lightning maiden is
gone, splitting the skin/ of the sky; sorrow's
minion, fearless spirit sucked/ into the vortex
of murderous lust."

Besides, the book has many
ekphrastic poems inspired by different works
of art and Raja Ravi Varma's paintings.
Overall, a poignant and compulsive intensity
characterises the poems, and 'Ode to the
Monsoons' is one of the most powerful. Usha
Kishore deserves a big applause.

U  Atreya Sarma, Hyderabad

THE REVERSE TREE | Dr Kiriti
Sengupta | Moments Publication (India),
October, 2014 | ISBN 978-93-84180-78-2
| Pages 62 | USD 8.99

Two things about this slim volume with
an impressive foreword by Don Martin... First:
Red is favored as a color by dental surgeon-
poet-editor-translator-blogger-social-media
user Kiriti Sengupta. Red denotes change. He
does that with his works. Second: Sengupta
makes ephemeral into art and with élan! Very
few can do this as writers.

Writing about things transient in a somber style
and inwardness is tough! Like the famed
Campbell's Soup Cans! Pop becomes high
art, courtesy Andy Warhol who successfully
challenges the canons of fine art and aesthetics
by turning to daily images and popular brands
as signifiers of mass culture in clear opposition
to the high art available to the elite, and
radicalizes the concept of pop and in the
process, Andy gets anointed as the new high
priest of pop culture in USA of the 1960s and
later on, adopted as iconic figure by the rest
of the world for his bold art!

Calcutta-based acerbic Sengupta
does that job here, almost unconsciously, with
his teasing new offering, The Reverse Tree.
Here, the restive bilingual translator- poet
reverses things in the gleeful manner of an
iconoclast. He meditates on six themes rooted
in everyday life: 'Anti-Clock,' 'In Other's
Shoes,' 'Long…A Metaphor,' 'Crisis,' 'Jet
Lag,' and 'Reversal.' Like his early book, My
Glass of Wine, it is a mix of prose and poetry.
He takes up the contrarian view and declares:
"Men are my keys!" ('Anti-Clock')

'In Others' Shoes,' a friend and
mimicry along with a recipe and YouTube get
discussed in all seriousness. The brief
description ends with a poser vis-à-vis the
mimic, his buddy: "The question remains:
How does one get into another being so
effortlessly?" It is followed by a ditty: "I know
the shape of fish-lip/ Gives hint of the water
color deep."

Be it the 'Jet Lag' or 'Crisis,' Sengupta
turns every situation into its reverse. He
transforms the everyday into sublime. Take
this: "A man dressed soberly…/ Almost like
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me/ I know assessing brands/ Tactfully/ A small
earring on his right lobule/ Sorry earring
sounds girly/ I'll say a stud rather…"
('Long…A Metaphor').

In 'Crisis,' he discusses sexual-
orientations and poetry and proposes a
nomenclature for his own emerging poetics
'Alternative poet.' The poem suggests the
theme of gay and repression: "As my eyes
open wide/ I find myself sleeping with half-
closed sight/ You have come, isn't it right?"

In the same piece, a sympathetic poet
crusades for the rights of the people with
different orientation. He tenderly recalls the
sexual exploitation of a transgender Lara by a
client and her tragic life that remains unfulfilled
in a democracy. This way, he interrogates the
given basics of such a democratic polity and
rips apart the veil off the face of such a system

that denies happiness and autonomy to
persons with different sexual choices not
morally approved by middle-class and
patriarchy with double standards.

The book reverses our notions of
smugness, progress, human rights and
happiness. Sengupta uses a strong but
effortless prose and spontaneous poetry along
with supporting line drawings to make
philosophical observations. He quotes
extensively on The Gita, a heritage text - on
our conduct in the new millennium and
artistically reverses these assumptions about
living and thinking and acting in a 'rational'
manner. Kiriti's book mirrors an age that has
a wide disconnect between thinking and
practice. It is light, breezy, yet somber - like
the first weeks of a European summer.

Dr Sunil Sharma, Mumbai

***

I am highly fascinated with the
content. I even feel happy reading this
magazine penned by eminent elites. The style
of expressing a theme in the form of a poem
or any other  work of art in  Triveni is simply
outstanding.

G. Keerthana,  Warangal

TRIVENI. The Triple Stream of the
latest issue, 'Are There Limits to Luxury?'
reflects the fact that man especially the man

today loves limitless luxuries. It is a fancy-
show of his wealth and power; status and
splendor to his fellow beings to consider him
super-superior.  Prof. I.V. Chalapathi Rao
indirectly exhorts mankind to have limits to
luxury. Prof. D. Ranga Rao's story, 'Virus' is
interesting. 'In Praise of Walking' is very much
enlightening.  The selection of essays, poems
and others marks wisdom on the part of Chief
Editor, I.V Chalapathi Rao.

Dr. K.Rajamouly,  Warangal

***

READERS’  MAIL
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NEW  MEMBERS

The following is the list of  Donors/ Members who have joined the TRIVENI family during
January - March  2015. The TRIVENI FOUNDATION welcomes them.

AN APPEAL
Journals like TRIVENI devoted to literature and culture, naturally cater to a limited

number of intellectuals and are not to be considered as successful business propositions in
any country. They need the active support of the cultured few. We earnestly solicit the
patronage of philanthropic persons to enlist themselves as Patrons and Donors and extend
their co-operation to the cause of Indian literature and culture. Donations to TRIVENI
are exempt from Income Tax, Under Section  80G (2) &(5) of the I.T. Act, 1961. vide
Proc. No. DIT (E)/HYD/ 80G/52(04)/Ren/08-09, dated: 21-08-2008 of Director of
Income Tax (Exemptions), Hyderabad, deemed to have been extended in perpetuity  vide
IT Circular No.7/2010 [F.No.197/21/2010-ITA-I] dt.27-10-2010.  Donors are requested
to draw Demand Drafts/Cheques in favour of  ‘Triveni Foundation’ payable on any bank in
Hyderabad.

Our dear subscribers may note.  In view of the escalation of the paper cost and
printing charges it has become increasingly difficult to meet the expenditure of the journal.We
are constrained to increase the annual subscription to Rs.200/- and life subscription to
Rs.2000/- We shall be grateful  if our old members also cooperate with us by sending the
balance amount. Donations are welcome.

TRIVENI  FOUNDATION

Donors:
Sri Kopalle Shanker Rao       Rs. 5000/-
Smt. A Satyavathi             Rs. 5000/-
Sri A Venkat Rao IPS (Retd.)  Rs.2000/-

New  Members:

Sri D. Subbaramaiah
Ms G. Keerthana
Sri P. Venumadhav
Sri T A Narayana
Sri Yelsoju Soma Chary
Ms Betsy Merilyn Williams
Sri T. Subrahmanyam
Ms V. Sudha Subba Rao
Ms Chaitanya Gadhiraju
Govt. Degree College,
Mahabubabad

Life Members who paid  Additional
amount in response to  our Appeal

Sri M Radha Krishna Rs.1000/-
Sri P Hanumantha Rao             Rs.1000/-
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